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hit a grounder to Ilerzcg who threw
hav'ng their places connected with
to Doyle but the Giant second base
tho system. '" Engineer Morrison is
man dropped the ball in his eager
preparing plats of the entire system,
ness to make a double play. With
which will show all manholes and the
a man on first and second, Meyers
connections as they are made. The
A
went down and talked to Marquard.
new system connects ' with the old
Lord sent a high fly to Doyle. Lapp,
line and drains into the Arroyo Pecos
Coombs and Oldring scored on Old
below the city." Unsanitary conditions
ring's home run drive into the left
that came with the old style ceesBpools
field stand.' The crowd went wild
will be eliminated and good health
and Athletic players shook Oldring's
conditions will follow the completion
M'GOVERN AND RYAN DID SPLEN of the modern system. City' Engineer VICTORY ATTENDS REVOLUTION
DEFEATED ATHLETICS TODAY IN hand as he came to the bench.
smash unsteadjed Marquarf
Morrison, or his inspector," Ted Hay- GAME
INNING
DID WORK WITH NEW CITY
FOUR
TEN
IST8 WHO ATTACK THE MAIN
and , Collins strolled to first on lour
were on the Job all of the time
ward,
TO THREE.
IMPROVEMENT
BODY IN MOUNTAINS
wide ones.
Collins stole second,
and they, as well as the contractors,
0
throw being bad. Ames
Meyers
will vouch for ih high class of work
went out, to warm up. , Baker was
In the system. JlcGovern and Ryan TEEY GAIN STRATEGIC POINT
1ST TEE FACE OF DIFFICULTIES
TEEY USED TEHEE PITCHERS
out on a grounder to Merkle unasare old reliable sewer con trattors and
sisted. Three runs, two hits, one er
Morrison a first class engineer. Lei
'
'
AMES
AND C RAN- ror.
IN SPITE OF ROCKY SOIL AND
, MARQUARD,
can .well be proud of the sys PEKING IS NOW CUT OFF FfOM
Vegas
'
sin....New
a
York: Meyers rapped
DALL CALLED INTO BOX TO .
BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS
ALL IMPERIAL TROOPS GATH
tem and rwt assured of its quality.
which bounded off .Baker's legs.
8TOP AMERICANS.
. gle,
The final payment will be made to the '
ERE& AT WU CHANG
IT, WAS DONE IN 100 DAYS
J
Becker was tent to bat in' place of
contractors
teinth from date there
necker shot a ,'llner A to
Mnro.uprd.
IB pee pent of the' price hela
STILL CnANCEF03 NATIONALS i'rry.. who tried to double- Meyers ACCEPTED BY TEE ENGINEER being
CITY CAPTUKED
ib the contract,
accordln:
back,
off first but Davis dropped the ball.
wiH
behind
and
sU.nd
Ry4.n
Davis.
the
eulea
Is
of scoring
Under
IF THEY WIN THE NEXT TWO not credited with an error. Devore CITY REPRESENTATIVE RECOM the work for a yeai and will pay for CHANG CHOU, WHICH COMMANDS
all Alls' from settlements or repairs in
GAMES THEY WILL CINCH
struck out Meyers was out attempt'
RAILROAD FACILITIES, FALLS
MENDS PAYMENT OP LA8T
;
;
v No
"
that tima
'..' '
to
to
Collin.
steal,
ing
,
Lapp
CHAMPIONSHIP.
INTO REBEL8' HANDS
EeTlWATE
.
Owing to the fact that' more pipe
runs, one hit, no errors. Ames went
than was at first' contemplated was
in to pitch for New York.
Fourth Inning.
Last night at a meeting of the city laid In the construction of the sewer
San Francisco, Oct. 25. Advices of
Philadelphia: The crowd yelled council's committee on sewer finan- the complete amount to be paid ' to the an important and perhaps decided reb4 when Ames curved the first ball for ces,
Standing of the Team.
City Engineer Morrison made his contractors will be $22,116.48. They el victory bver the main body of the
Won Lost Pet 4 a strike.
a
sent
hihf
foul,
final
Murphy
report on the construction of the laid the additional pipe at the con imperial army on the mountain passes
,600.-- 4
2
Philadelphia ...3
meetr
which landed in Meyers " mitt. Davis system which was promptly
separating Hupeh and Hunan provin
accepted. tract prices. At its first regular
3
.400 4 was out when Merkle
2
New York
took
his McGoveron and Ryan, the contractors, ing the council doubtless will accept ces, were received here
today by the
f
grounder and ran to first Ames was finished their part of the work the lat the finance committee's report accept Chinese Free Press. The message,
using a bis drop and a wide out ter part of last week and the entire ing the sewer and order the final es which came from Hong Kong, said
New York. Oct 25. The New curve. '
Barry went out Fletcher to
has been gone ovei by the en timate paid.
that General Yin Tehang in command
York Giants defeated the Philaael Merkle. No runs, no hits, no errors. System
Steps are now under way to have of the 21,000 royalist troops with 150
who certified the final estim
gineer,
a
by
in
Athletics
game
thrilling
phia
New York: Doyle hit a long, fly!
the sewer assessment placed upon the guns was driven back by General Li
a score of four to three in ten in Into the right field seats and the ate of the contractors. This marks tax books of the
county so that 1 may Yuen Hung with 15,000 rebels. The
the
sewer
of
the
system
nings of play this afternoon. The crowd groaned when It went ,'fouh in completion
the
be
property owners. Those defeated army, at last reports, was enpaid by
Section B which comprises the enAthletics commanding lead of three Doyle doubled down the right foul
so
desire
who
may ' pay the entire trenching Itself in the city of Wii Sing
tire
"hill"
district
of the city and
runs was finally overcame in a des line. The crowd tried to rattle
once.
amount
Others are allowed Kwang.
at
perate ninth Inning rally hy the Gl- Coombs, but he fanned Snodgrass. with the old system will give the city to make annual
for several
payments
of
Las
East
Vegas one of the finest
ftnta. who Dut two runs across the Murray fanned for the second time.
Japan to Take a Hand
for
their
thus
payment
making
years,
sewer
state.
the
a
systems
and
single Merkle was hit bv a pitched ball, a
ln;
Shanghai, China, Oct. 25. The. cap
plate on two doubles
Over six months ago the Citizens' the sewer a light financial burden.
ture of Chang Chou by the revolutionThe home team won in the tenth fast lnshoot, and took first. Herzog
committee
advanced
was
ists was announced in dispatches
appointed by the council
when Doyle doubled,
ended the Giants' hope b- sending
which reached here today. From a
to third on an attempted sacrifice up a high foul to Lapp. No runs, one reported a feasible plan of sewer con
struction. City Engineer George Mor- PREACHER THROWN
and then scored on a long fly by hit, no errors.
strategic point of view this city should
rison made a preliminary survey and
Merkle, which Murphy captured on
prove of great value to the rebels. It
Fifth inning.
the line. Had Philadelphia won toOUT CHURCH WINDOW is the Junction of th Kai Fung and
Philadelphia:
Lapp went out. reported such a system as recommend
cinched
have
would
AthleticB
the
to
Merkle.
The stands gave ed by the committee. Specifications
Peking Hankow railroads and is lo
day
Doyle
were drawn up and a call for bids was
cated 250 miles north of Hankow. Its
the world's championship.
Coombs a big cheer for his
The batting order:
when he came ?to the bat issued. In the early part of May all CONGREGATION EXPELS REV. W. capture apparently cuts off from Pe
New York: Devore, If; Doyle, 2b; and he responded by singlhto left proposals were opened by the council
S. RUDOLPH WITH LITTLE
king all the imperial troops now gath-- '
(
McGoV-- '
Merkle,
contract
around Hankow nnd Wu Chang.
the
and
to
awarded
sr
ered
Coombs
rf;
at
forced
Lord
Murray,
cf;
se4-Snodgrass,
cekmony
Today's news from the lower Yang
Herzog, 3b; Fletcher, ss; grounded to Doyle, who threw to ern and Byan at $20,633. The dirt belb;
Fletcher. Oldring went out, Fletch gan to fly on June 6 and in less than
Denver, Oct. 25. Reverend W. S. Tae valley was all discouraging to the
Meyers, c; Marquard, p.
unLord
allowed
one
no
time
Mierkle.
100.
to
No
the
working
er
Oldring,
If;
days,
runs,
hit,
Philadelphia:
Rudolph is nursing various cuts and government With Kiu Kang in
by the contract the last of the pipe bruises and a number of other mem disputed possession of the rebels, the
cf; Collins, 2b; Baker, 3b; Murphy, errors.
New York: For the first time dur had been laid and approved by Mr. bers of the Union Presbyterian church Imperial fleet retreated on down
rf; Davis, lb; Barry, ss; Lapp, c;
are using soothing lotions today as a the river, some of the vessels being
Coombs, p.
ing the series McGraw did not take Morrison.
Umpires: Klem and Brennan, Na- the coaching line. Fletcher sent a
The entire system, which includes result of ten minutes of lively fisti reported as far eastward as Wu Hu.
tional; Connolly and TJineen, Ameri- hiarh one to Lord. Me vers struck at St half mile of line taken over from the cuffs over church affairs. During the Conditons are ominous, not only In Wu
a ball which hit him in the leg and Las Vegas Sewer
Hu but also in Nanking. Most of the
can.
company) and 950 melee the pastor was thrown through
then drove a long foul. Meyers feet of pipe from the Normal Univer a window.
Manchu officials have left these two
First Inning.
used
one
was
which
on
a
a
fanned
of
and are crowding into Shanghai.
his
cities
Marquard
high
Philadelphia:
Dr. Rudolph, with a number
sity, is 28,508.2 feet long. This sysAmes was
TaotsJ ot Shanghai today 'beIn
the
The
were
great speed and was inclined to he foot over his head.
quietly
sitting
tem is. well supplied with flush tanks friends,
out
and
balls
strike
vistim.
Coombs'
three
alarmed over the possibility
Lord
so
had
eighth
unsteady.
and manholes, and is a plant that can rear of the auditorium of the church came
of the native city to
two strikes when he drove a short No runs, no hits, no errors.
secession
workof
church
the
other
and
accommodate any city twice the size while trustees
Sixth Inning.
liner to left on which Devore made a
of Las Vegas. At the extreme ends ers arraigned the pastor in severe the rebels that he Temoved his housewonderful shoestring catch. Oldring
Philadelphia: Collins fouled out tip
to the foreign' settlement. The
pf all the pipe lines are located the terms for attempting to retain posses hold
went out on a grounder to Doyle, Merkle on an attempted bunt. The best of flush tanks. These are far su sion of the church after he had re Taotai of Nanking has also put himwho made a pretty play on the ball outfielders moved back when Baker'
self under the same protection.
perior to anir in the average system, signed from the board of governors.
to Merkle. Oldring broke his ;bat in came to the bat. Baker went out 'being
; The city, of Su Chow is in a panic,
prafttically noiseless and large
I smashing the" ball. Marquard seemed Doyle to Merkle. .Murphy struck out
the Evolutionary threats ot
' under any
owing
do
work
to
their
a little nervous and Meyers went on Ames' drop curve. No runs, no nough
weavers
whose wages have been
12.
conditions. Of these there are
POISON WAS NOT
down and patted him on the back. hits, no errors. r
time. Revolutionary
a
for
long
unpaid
and
at.
Manholes
located
are
proper
Devore was out when
; Ney York:
Collins was out on a fly to Snod
here announced today that the
agents
60,
each
convenient
there
points
being
Collins, scooped his giroundw and
grass Ho runs, no hits, no errors.
insurgents expect to' establish their
In the "best manner. The pipe
BURIED
New York1. Devore drove the first shot it to first Doyle put a single to walled
headquarters In Kiu Kang, which win
6
ball pitched to Barry, who got his right just out of Collinf reach. in the system varies in size from to
be Qe revolutionary capital.
probably
nan handllv at .first Doyle hit a Snodgrass put up a high one which 10 Inches according to ita position and
a fact that the
is
It
unquestionably
all
the
of
best
line
and
in
is
the
use
weak foul which Baker captured, Murphy took. Doyle stole second.
WHEN BODY OF AAMS .UNWELL entire
and most ot
Tse
region
Yang
vitrified clay. Three hundred fiftyWAS EXHUMED THE PHIAL ,
Snodgrass was given a big cheer Murray filed to Lord. No runs, one
as
is
completely
China
southern
well,
been
"
has
v
six
inch
feet
Snod-.J
of
three
pipe
v
:
I when he stepped to the plate.
,.'., ',
'hit, no errors..
WAS NOT IN POCKET.
'
'
revolutionary in sentiment 'All the
8 inch and 3,- - went'-bu- t
Baker-Davi- s
of
feet
21.44L3
Inninff.
laid,
Seventh
the
grassby
cities which "have been taken over by
of
route. Davis made a nice plck-iiPhiladelphia: Davis was out on a 123.9 feet of 10 inch. The 950 feet
Boston, Oct. 25. The phial or
the rebels; in the past few days have
' Baker's throw. No runs, no hits, no grounder to Fletcher, who made a in the Normal line la 6 Inch pipe and
in which Miss Avis Ltamcftl re''
been
captured almost without resistto.
said
be
;
errors.
nretty play on the hall and had the that in the old system is
ceived the cyanide of potassium
ance. The local government has surrunner at first by several feet Barry 8 Inch pipe.
8eeond inning.
which caused her death was net curan-The depth of the pipe lines varies led with her body. Tils possibility, rendered quietly nd , rebel appointees
Philadelphia: Baker got big hand got a Texas leaguer to rigjht,
stir.
a
fade
There
beantifu
8 to 14. feet according to the which led to the exhumation, of Uie have taken their places with little
stole
to
the
came
from
second, making
plate.
when he
have
officials,
Manchu
of
A
few
the
was another cheer when Marquard away slide. Lapp, fanned." Coomos grade lines and at all points is deep body from Its grave In Hyannis, was
.
most 'of them have
' No runs, one enough to,
fanned Baker.
Marquard's speed was ropped to FleH-herprovide adequate drainage disproved t"the examination made heen ..killed but
"
cause.
the
rebel
''terrific.
for the basements ot the houses. Much early this morning by" Medical Exam- Joined
Murphy singled sharply to hit, t errors.
Details of the transfer of Chang
Mur
was wild and of the soil through which the 'pipe iner Timothy, Leary. The body was
New, .York:
0Tbs
left, Marquard almost pinched
'
'
to the revolutionists were, reportSha
"erzo: ''shot a v:n laid was rocky and but for this
phy off first "on a snap throw. The Merkle walked.
today.
A.
the telegraph headquarters by
fumbled
he
wbo
ed
when
to
the
.to
Dineen
comBarry
crowd Jeered Umpire
gronndw
fact, the work would have been
. ' .... p called
D. W. Lee, local manager of the the operator in that city.
Murphy safe. Davis fanned. ball, Mefkle takini second and Her- pleted in record time. Despite their
he
said
"that
second-buwas
a
notice,"
first.
take
at
Fletcher
"'Please
safe
steal
to
zog
tshot
''.Murphy'trle'd
bad luck in striking ground that re- Mountain State Telephone and Teler
'
but 'Meyers to' Doyle. No runs, one grounder to ."Davis, who threw to Oiiired blastipg, McGovern and Ryan graph company, announced today tiat the insurgents have duly occupied this
Barry, forcing out Herzog." Merkle put in the, same high class of work the price of residence extensions had office."
hit no errors.".,
,i
He said that he himself had. joined
New York: .Murray could not see went to third. Merkle scored on a at the end as in the beginning and are been reduced to 50 cents. T.he former
Coombs' fast ones and struck out sacrifice fly of Meyers to Murphy. to' be commended on the class of price was $1.00. No charge has been the revolutionists. . The declared inwas another stilke out Her-- On Murphy's . throw to the plate work
v ' made in the specification for these and tention of the leaders he added, was
r
they. did.
Crandafl
went
and
Baker
second...
to
Fletcher
bontitf
"between
Barry
sog
The heavy rains this fall have set the patrota can have his choice of wall to gradually take over city after city,
after 'CoorabB had two strikes on was sent in to bat for Ames. Coombs tied the ditches and all danger from or desk, 'phone as before. This is only linking the various centers already in
on to
him."" Henog stole second, the sec was unsteady and Crandall walked.
cave-In- s
has been practically elimln the first step toward a general reduc- their possession and thus push
- ond
to
he
base stolen "by the Giants in the Devore was . out, Davis to Coombs.
said,
a ted.
One of the recent rains gave tion in the rates for telephone service Shanghai. They planned,
"
soon
as
series. Fletcher fanned and Coombs One run, no lilts, one error.
lines
the
telegraph
is
the contractors eoaidersble trouble, and better and cheaper service what
Eighth- Inning.
watt cheered for his pitching.. No
as possible and permit business to
;
n
but now that the dirt has been settled he is working for.., j
now
Crandall
errors.
pitchno
one
Philadelphia:
hit,
runs,
'
under a provisional governcontinue
..
the city will not be bothered in the
"
Third Inning.
ing for New York. Lord filed to Snod,
they declared, would have
ment
which,
thie
KILLED
time
the
of
BATTALION
WHOLE
to
complefuture.
Up
through
Oldring singled
'
Philadelphia: Barry went out on a grass.
the
sympathy and support of the enMexico City. Oct 25.- According to
tion of the work of the contractors
Tse.
.grounder to Herzog, whose throw short. Collins filed out to Devore. over 50 connections had been
made.ey best information obtainable the Eigh- tire, country south of the Yang imbeat the runner several feet Lapp On a wild pitch Oldring took second.
have
in
conditions
Shanghai
Trade
and now the number ap teenth battalion of federals, numbersingled oyer second, hitting a ball Baker fouled out to Herzogi No runs, residents
100.
Peter Murphy hgs ing 200 men, was wiped out by the proved somewhat.
no
errors.
one
proximates
head.
his
over
was
far
hit
Meyers
that
the council to su Zapatistas in yesterday's fighting. The The American warships have not
been
by
to
appointed
New York: Doyle singled
right
had Lapp caught off first on a throw
pervise all of the connections and as departments of war and inferior de- yet succeeded in getting any effective
but Merkle dropped the ball. It was
results from their wireless apparatus.
on
fast as possible' property 'owners 'are cline to make public the facts.
not an error for ; Merkle. Coombs
Page Five!
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The Japanese authorities here ex
plain that if such a movement ba
been made in Manchuria the only, pur-- ,
pose is to; protect Japanese resident
their property and v Japanese railway
'
:,'
interests.
'.'" ... .
It ls.repbrted that plague has broken
out on the' Siberian border of Man
churia and. that a Quarantine has been
':'
established.'';,.
The foreign office is sending two of
ficial
of high rank to Kiu Klang
which 1b Jbeld by the rebels.
4
Trouble Will Continue
Tokio, Oct'25.--Th- e
opinion in To-kio is almost unanimous that the disturbances in China will be prolonged,
thus involving heavy losses to the interested powers. It is felt in influen
tial quarters here that the best way
to safeguard the commercial interests
of the powers will be for them to
come to an understanding with the
Peking government and revolution.
arles to make a portion of the Yang
Tse Kiang. neutral . territory where
carried on.
foreign trade-can.bA qnantity of copper shipped by the
Furukawa ' Kogtiio company of Tokio
to the rebels has been confiscated
on the order. 'Of the Chinese government of Peking. .', '"
Gets Funds
Washington, Oct- 25. The Chinese
government has withdrawn its request
for permission to postpone payment
of the current installment of the Boxer
indemnity.. This is taken to indicate
China's success In, obtaining a large
loan from some secret source or ef
fecting an arrangement with the revo
of
lutionists for the
order.
New General Assassinate
Cantdtr; ' Oct: 25. The newly ap
pointed general, Fung Sen, was assas
sinated on his. arrival to assume his
duties today. The general, accompanied by his wife and a large escort
of soldiers, was coming ashore when
bomb, "thrown from the roof of a
building dropped among .the party.
The explosion . that followed killed
Fung Sen and a number of soldiers
and caused a fire that burned several
Louses. According to one account, the
general's wife. was killed. They came
here from Shanghai, having stopped
'
a few days at Hong Kong.
'

'.

-

.

-

ALASKAN LEASES!
Chicago, Oct 25. A governmental
commission or a special congression-

al committee to make a thorough

in-

vestigation of Alaskan conditions
was urged by John Deern of Salt
Lake City, president of the American
Mining Congress, today.
"These men should not bolster up
the pet views of any set of men," he
said, "but they should have the sole
'
purpose . of gathering information bo
inact
that the United States could
telligently1 In framing aa 'Alaskan
policy." Mr. Deern decried the wisdom
Of a plan to lease coal and oil lands.

'

,"

IS INSTANTLY KILLED
CHAIRMAN OF AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE association; victim
OF AUTO ACCIDENT.
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CCTKrWAS SFDTED

DEMOCRATS .ROLL THE LARGER
VOTE BECAUSE OF INTENSE
RIVALRY

ELECTO EECEIZERHVara
REPUBLICANS
TERMINED

WILL

MAKE

DE-

EFFORT TO DEPOSE

DEMOCRATIC

RIVALS

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct 25. On the face
of the returns, ' sufficiently complete
to make the result practically certaiJ,
George W. P. Hunt will be the demo
cratic nominee for governor against1
Judge Edward R. Wells of Prescott,
republican, in the first state eleot!:)ii
December 12.
Wells experienced slight opposition
in the primaries yesterdnr from
George W. Young, territorinl secretary. Hunt, who served as president
of the constitutional convention last
year, defeated Thomas F. Woodin of
Florence in eplte of the opposition of
nearly every democratic paper in the
state. The democrata polled by far
the heavier vote in the primary yesterday owing to the large number of
contests for party honors. In the senatorial contest,
fore"aoln
have evidently been sent away by
Henry F. Ashurst, who polled so heavy
a vote in the northern counties thri
indications point, to his nomination
end that of Mark Smith as democratic
tominees for United States senator.
beBefore the election poTiH-iclieved that the nominees vould ba
Smtlh and Eugene S. Ives "of Tucson.
Ralph Cameron of Flagstaff and Ho'al
A." Smith of Blsbee are their republK
can opponents.
Edward M. Doe, one of the three
republican nominees for the state supreme court, announced Just prior to
the primary that he could not Berve.
Another nominee will be substituted,
for him before the general election.
n

ns

COFFEE

AND SUGAR

ARE STILL GOING DP
NECESSITIES SELLING AT HIGH
EST PRICE DEMANDED HERE

'

IN YEARS.

As steadily as the winter wather
has been coming, the food prices
have been soaring Into the sky.- Yesterday, butter took a leap from 35 to-4cents a pound, and thla is not a
high as the merchants expect it to
go AJ least 45 cents will,, be reached
before the winter is . well started. Although as yet the Las Vegas markets
have not felt the 'latest raised; coffee
continues to go up and the consumer
will soon be notified of another altitude record .breaker.
. '
Arbuckle's, that fon a, number of
years sold at two ..pounds! for 25
cents, is now on the, .market at 30
cents a pound. Strange to say, the
heaviest- - rises in coffee are coming
in the cheaper grades. -, Sugar is
higher than for years, selling, now at
11 pounds for $1. Last year the high
water mark was. 14, pounds for $1,
and- it is prophesied that the'sweet
tdope will continue to ga upward. '
Eggs are aa scarce as hen's teeth
and no. doubt they will Join in the
heavenly trip. Such, a thing as a
rear fresh egg is unheard of almost
and some of them jfrpm Kansas are
old enough to grow whlkers, it is
said.
Though potatoes are cheaper
than In the arller part of Septem
ber thejrwill not remain cheap long.
The (Wheat crop this, year was abundant, but flour is well up in the list
,
of altitude seekers.
,

.
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GLIDDEK TOUR DRIVER
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THE

AGAINST
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CAN, RUN FOR GOVERNOR
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lUli

ARIZONA ARE

:

l

rnn

CaNDI iutcq

UrtlLO

Old-ring- 's

.

CITY EDITION

,

The Qftfman vessels, however, are
'
a:
uSoSSSsCS
through tho
neighborhood of Hankow. The American cruisen Ajbkny is anchored off
Shanghai aS'altlng the arrival of Rear
Admiral1
luxdock, .. who is expected
November 2, ' Tba New Orleans is still
at Nankin '
.,
A repoft th " 1 0.000. Japanese WoopH
have arfWevt at Mukden, Manchuria,
is causing uneaigitrese among the sup
porters of the revolution, who believe GEORGE W. HUNT, DEMOCRAT,
that Jaipan is about to aid the Manchu
AND E. R. WELLS. REPUBLI-

JATTLE

DUE TIME

rv.

,

DECISIVE

COMPLETED

GIANTS

.

The Democrats Show
Signs of "Blowing
un" in the 9th.

Vi

ASSOCIATED PRESS LEASED
'IEXCLU6IVE
.

VOL. XXXII.

MAXIM

i::lvahy

FATHER FORECAST

Tifton, Ga..! Oct. 25. S. M. Butler
of New York City' waa instantly
killed near here . this morning when
the automobile which he was driving
in the Glldden tour i from New York
to Jacksonville, waa 'overturned. T,
J. Walker and la wife were hurt
feutler was chairman of the'eontest
board of the: American Automobile
association. Walker is president of
the California Automobile association
and had been selected as referee for
'
the tour.
The accident was caused by a
break In the steering gear. The car
was wrecked and Mr. Butler was instantly killed. Referee Walker's injuries are believed to be serious.
Mrs. Walker's arm was broken. The
injured were carried to a Tifton hos'.
'.
:..
pital.
;
',

.
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AEROPLANES t;"ED.BY ITALY
Rome, s (via Frrr,;ier), Oct 25.
lterior of Tripoli,
Messages fror- - "
say that troop o' l ying Italians with
destructive "nvi"' Ines" are everywhere causing detraction and terror.
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GEORGE
1

in nn

LA8 VEGA
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r

ARMIJOISHE

tlAo uIuLLIANl

SUFFERED

RECORD
nccudLiCAN

CANDIDATE

FOR
CORPORATION COMMISSIONER
IS A CAPABLE MAN

Native of Peralta, Valencia,
county.
Scion of one of the oldest and
most distinguished fami lea in
New Mexico.

n
Rnafiv r,,Ml Kv I
V Ju' i ruiiv- ham's Vegetable Compound.
--

" T iifrwwl tnr
Erie. Pa
,.
from female troubles and at last was
4
almost helpless. I

Age 34 years.
-

FIVE YEARS

tors' anVthey

me no eood. so m?
sister advised me to
try Lvdia E. Pink.
ham's Vegetable

4.

Compound, and

Educated ln Christian Broth- era College at St Louis.
Rough Rider under Theodore

t

Roosevelt.

4.

wounaea at iad iinai mia
Was member of Santa Fe city
sooooi board.
,re cuy

J Spin.

council.

Is probate clerk.
Chief clerk, of legislative house;
.
m.t. e
or uonstitutional

Convention.

f

Married and has one son, Theo- dore Roosevelt Armijo, whose
Godlather is
Roose- -

velt

wnen 1 baa taken
only two bottles I
could see a big
cnange, so 1 took
six bottles and I am
now

I don't bow hoTto Express

DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
puiauon gaau be tfly (auj eai a.
Territory of New Mexico. Office cf
i .
ARTICLE VIII.
the secretary.
The directors of this corporation
Certificate of Comparison
shall have the power to make, alter
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the and amend
s
for the governTerritory of New Mexico, do hereby ment Rnd control thereof. The eleccertify that there waa filed for record tion of directors shall be
by ballot
In this office at Ten o'clock a.
in., on uniess we stockholders
represented
the Twentieth day of October, A. D Bi any
meeting for th a vtinn
1911; Articles of Incorporation of Ro-- directors mar decide to
,
v.o,
aLlums company. No. 6958. and wtee. which they shall have
the right
men,
uave compared the follow-- to do.
.
...
i
i.
inir nmyv nr ma .nmn W1U1i. .lae
on8m- ln Wllness Whereof. We have here- ITtnereoi now on
rile, and declare it I unto set mi
,i
this
to be a correct transcript therefrom 10th
day of October, A. D. 1911
1,1(1 or the
boIe thereof.
MARGARITO ROMERO.
(Seal)
GiTen under my1 hand and the Great
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
(Seal)
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
H. C. de BACA.
(Seal)
tt C1 of Sant Fe- C. C. ROBBINS.
Capital,
(Seal)
on this Twentieth day of October. A.
W. G. HAYDON,
(Seal)
D. 1911.
THOa W HAYWARD.
(Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Seal)
H. C. SMITH,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico,
Territory of Nw Mexico,
by Edwin F. Coard,
County of San Miguel ss.
Assltant Secretary.
On this 10th day of October, A. 1).
Article of Incorporation of Romero 1911, before me
personally appeared
Mining Company
itomero. C. C. Robblns. J.
citlsens of the M. Cunningham. T. W. Hayward.V

I

25, 1911.
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Thompson's

"GloveFitlin, Corsets

C2

Thete famous corsets were the first made in
and our women have shown their appreciation of them for more than fifty years by their
demand.
We have the new models for both the stout and
ever-increasi-

'7'"

"

lender fibres.

s.n.

.

"

L'

m
t...i...Mellco l&ession
"

every

$3.00to

NEMO

laws of 1905) foregoing Instrument in writing

tffirt

we"1

"'"un'"

Solid-Servic-

$6-5- 0

,

Corsets

e

Corsets meet the uniThe Nemo
versal demand for corsets at a popular price that are
stylish and comfortable, and yet will stand hard
wear every day in the year.
It is true bconomv to pay $2.00 for a corset that
will outwear two ordinary $1.00 corsets and keep its
Corsets
shape to the end. Nemo
will. All the newest models are now in stock.
$2.00 to $5.00
''Solid-Servic-

e

"Solid-Servic-

arid

C?haer W' Mto"aii act to regulate acknowledged that they executed the
Com-- 1 the form.Hnn
.
.
.
ta
Vi
mtur iree act ana deed.
V,
pound, made from native roots and
and
tc.,
P01"008.
all
acts
amendaWitness my hand and Notsrfni fiui
herbs, contains no narcotic or harm.
TWt d
ate in this certificate first above
"W""
mla0l,ds the ,record
4 for
cures selves t0gea.OT for the
be- - written.
of
remalelseases
of
4
Ppoe
mlnS a t0"' corporat for the pur- - (Notarial Seal)
4- thousands of voluntary testimonials
x
"'Bin me anKnam laboratory f""""
oojecta hereinafter set
MARTIN DELGADO
Lyuia'v4. Plnkham a vegetable

Corsets

Non-Rustab- le

Bon Ton Corsets are the truest expression of
cor.-e-t
virtue ihe highest achievement in the
art of modern corsefry. Every wearer of the BON
TON Corset is a proud possessor of a wealth of style,
health, comfort and symmetry. We have all models.

JUT C MMWM

" w
uwonoea in and who executed the

"mior

fo

BON TON

ami-Biu-ii-

a E p,nkham.g veeetabla
4. Compound a trlaL It was worth its
weight In ffold." Mrs. J. P. Endlich, vl
I

-C

e"

.

r?

fee WPrt.ta

Hmamitamlr,."'

ESTABLISHED 1G6&
Miguel
County,
New Mexico.
remale complaints, such as inflamma- ARTICLE I.
tioii, displacements, fibroid
George W. Armijo is the only nom- My commission expires June 1 191'
I
I tumors. iroffnlflnH
I
'
.
name
01 0118 corporation shall
No. 6958,
luee on me repubUcan state ticket backache, ind imstinn mrlu) SJCSS
naorsed:
lnjB
Cor. Rec'd.
e Romero Mining Company."
"ol- - . Page 182, Articles of
who halls from Santa Fe county and prostration. Every
Incorpc- suffering woman
even ne is a native of Valencia coun-li- . "
";ueB,e" logiveiyma JS.Pli
ty. where he was ,born at Peralta.
in 018 Terrltory
March 16, 1877, the scion of a distln Mrs.Vinkham,
New Mexico shall Mexico. Oct. 20, 1911, 10 a. m. Nathan
Lynn, Mass for It. be
at Las Vegas, San Miguel county.
Jaffa Secretary. Compared C. F. K.
gulshed and ancient family that has 11 18 free an
helpful.
lwys
New Mexico; and the name of the' to J- - given New Mexico many of its states- men, soldiers and molders of public be
rmn
r- - v.. agent therein and In charge thereof,
appeared
Whm Process Sa,nst this cor- - CERTIFICATE OF NON- - LIABILITY
opinion, including the late Colonel J. j sasv Thus, in whatever
demand the UPn
avea. ueorge w. Arm!- - public has made
7
Berved l8 Margarito
Territory of New Mexico. Office of
upon him, he has
;"u,u"proving worthy of that
.
Komero of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
the secretary.
ancestry jeen ready to respond liberally.
and is already hewing for himself a
ARTICLE III.
Certificate of Comparison
Shed His Blood for the Nation
arge place in the commonwealth as
T' Nathan
It Is no wonder, therefore, thht
Jaff. Secretary of the
The objects for which this corpora"
soldier, a citizen, an official, and a vhen the call for volunteers
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
tion Is formed are:
to
go
leader.
o Cuba went forth during the Span- 1. To own and
acquire by purchase, certlfy that tners was filed for record
Has Liberal Education
war that he Joined th lease, location or otherwise, anv ,n thls offlce at Ten o'clck A. M. on
Mr. Armijo received a good educa
Twentieth day of October, A. I),
tough Riders and went with them to mines, mining rights and mineral
u
uuuer ine tjnnstian Brothers a' luba. He was
named sergeant of lands or any Interest therein in the 1911 ' Certificate of Stockholders'
St, Louis, where life ln a large Ameri lis
of Romero Mining com
B- cause the advertiser has done
can city gave him that polish anf vas company and at Las Guasimas Territory of New Mexico, and. to ex- - pany Number
something to inspire confidence
and also, that ?
wounded, but his zeal was such plore, work, develop and operate the
He has not only
ability to deal with men and cond!
nav compared the following copy cf
hat he rejoined his regiment the mo same.
explained the value and usefulness of his prodtions that are requisites for leader ment he had
0 Bame wlth tno original thereo'
2. To conduct
uct, but has put "his personality and
a general mining
sufficiently recovered.
reputation behind his
ship.
... statements.
Roosevelt thought so business, quarrying, milling, treating, now on flle- - and declaro it to be
Held Many Positions of Honor
Ighly of the young Rough Rider that preparing for market, buying, selling! correct transcript therefrom and of
He can be tmsted because his
When he returned to Santa Fe hi
very business existence is at stake
the whole tnereof- ie acted as Godfather to Armijo's exchanging and otherwise to
produce
at once took an active part in loca
Me
believes
in
his
Given under my1 hand and the Great
goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
uly son, Theodore Roosevelt Armijo, and deal in ores, mineral and metals,
government and an unselfish interea
Seal ot tbe
vhen the latter was baptized in the and the
of New Mexico,
only ln making the goods right, but in
of
thereof,
every
ln civic affairs. He has not only sen' 'athedral
advertising, which
kind and description and by whatsoev- - at tho Clty of Santa Fe the Capital,
Fe.
at
jvilKnot prove permanently profitable if he fails to
d as a member of the city board o" .From 1902 Santa
make
to 1903, Armijo served er process and manner the same can on Us Twentieth day of October, A.
oui secure repeat orders.
. H
ducatlon in which he stood for pro?
.
s assistant postmaster and has been be done and produced, and for that D 1911.
If
The adv, rnsing is not
less and progressive measures, bu ctive on a number of territorial purpose to establish
NATHAN JAFFA,
only protection to the trade name, but it
smelters, reduc-tio- (Seal)
heh as also served several terms ii
t .e advertiser's
oards. He is a fine speaker and is
of
New
Mexico.
or
Secretary
of quality.
other
guarantee
plants,
kinds
of machin
the city council, and to him in part
You are i.ustified in
at home in English and in ery or plants used in the
F. Coard,
Edwin
anally
by
re
handling,
being sUSpicious of unadvertised ffood
Is due the present great progress tha
He is a young man of pollsh-- d ducing and development of ore, minAssitant Secretary.
Santa Fe is making In municipal im 'panish.
""I11
and attractive personality and Is eral and mineral products for mar Certificate of Stockholders'
rfideDCethe dealer or manufacturer
m
have m
He has served on
provements.
not enough faith in them to
.
of Romero Mining Company
notable figure whereever he goes.
ket. '
llity
..
spend
number of territorial boards and ii
m telling others of their
This is to certify that the under- 3. To buy, sell and deal in. min.
goodness
1905 was the chief clerk of the
legis
DISCUSS SOCIAL CENTER
ing properties and minerals of all signed. be,aS &U the original incorpo- It
latlve house. He was chief clerk 0
to
W
Ad
rators who have filed the certificate
Madison, Wis., Oct. 25. With an kinds.
the constitutional convention and a
address
of'
4.
WoodGovernor
To conduct a eeneral irmivi,n.
ipening
incorporation of the above named
by
euch won laurels.
ow Wilson of New Jersey on "The dise business in conmv.
corporation, thereby associating" thAm- . .
A
"
-01
Public Spirited
urganizauon," operation of the mining business to be 8 68 togetber milee the provisions
As probate clerk, Mr. Armijo ha
he most notable conference
I or Section
ever carried on by this
23, Chapter 79, enacted by
company.
brought his office up to the highes
eld ln America to consider the prob- cne ibtn Legislative Assembly of New
5. To Issue Londu
thanti,r.
standard of modern business methodt 9ms of the social cented movement
obligationa of the corporation, and at Mexic0 WPved March 15, 1905, for
Illustrative of the Interest ho takes ii ,ew unaer way here
.. and on behalf of thmii - .11 "
tonight for a - - ootlnti
f
-r
the old town and In the history of hli hree days' session. Hundreds bft , the
buijivinuuu w secure m 8tockhoWers
'
who may become as-same
the
by
mortgage,
deed
pledge
'v'
people, was the part he took, at grea
ii
'elegates arrived today to take part of
mini,
sociated with them and said corpora- or
trust,
otherwise.
to
n
expense
himself, in the De Varga
the conference, which meet nn.
I Hon.
Asi
ft
thAraTw
Iaa1bm
ail
' Amji
pageant at Santa Fe on July 4, whe: !er the joint auspice, pf
:toIder'
of Romero Mi.
shall be no
ion department of the Vnlnrntor of
g Company, Filed in officer
.B6r
r"
."
e
.
J
iwiiuiate 10 carry into effect !
'
Visconsin and the Social. Center As- .
' 7"
ia
the purposes and objects for which 8a,a n?orauon. and that aU stock- PROPER itizAu,iNT FOR
oclatlon of America. ,
Jana'
holders
Com
of
said
Secrtary.
this
corporation shall be
corporation is formed
The proceedings are certain to at-10 '
.
,
etempt from all llabilitie on accountI
A J 'TI 'T Tn TTr
ract widespread attention. If for no
.
Of any stock IrhimuI
,
ia
ther reason than that the confais
The 6rst thing to be done in the
The amount of the total authorised except such
for the amount
liability
a.
., .
.
treatment of Catarrh is to begin the
itrrwir at thia
uluiibi
uioeieeinm imKHUVtMcNT,
BvaUa
W XH Capiiai 8COCK Certified to hftV
M
wriwrauou
iVAr
m..ggirri
use of a medicine that will have a
Alton.
HL, Oct 25.The tenth an.
been
to
(S250,
tZ
paid,
oronerty
t
center movement, If
nuaI convention of the Upper Mississ.
uuu.vuj iXMiara, divided into Two Hun- - time of the commencement of
direct effect on the source of the to hopes of those Interested
h,u Ippl , River Improvement association
in the dred Fifty Thowsand,
(260,000) shares ness. "
o other way can any movement are fulfilled the near fa.
L
the
of
tor a two days' session herA to.
one
par.Taluerol
..
($1,001 dollar
t
ur
"
progreisbemade,: S.S, S. he win see everya".school house ln each, " Tb amount t of, th.-- .
.
,
.
.
President Ttiomo.
doj
country made
nuhllc
. with
does this more quickly and satis,
- t)...
.. I
...
'
"
t - Pesiaing.
KWltt Which thiS wporauqn
XOWB--- nd eaJ
for
""'""6LUU'
h
m
h.i. ivh.h.... I."
Handled Exclusively in
wlil commence business is Two Thou.
fadorily than any other medicine, itissens for the
numerous
Las Vegas
dls-October. A. IX mil,
state
sand (12,000) dollars.
and
is the most penetrating of all nissiOD of publicpresentation and
officials
and
rennuan.
city
.
I
.
1.
c
MARGARJTO ROMERO,
questions and for
' op."
,
by- taUves of commercial and other
Hood purifiers; thoroughly,
ARTDCLB V.
J. M". CUNNINGHAM
yet ther social, civic or recreational ac
of
Wisconsin.
Minnesota
uities,
Tbe names and pcetofflce addressei
gently expelling all catarrhal matC. C, ROBBINS,"-H- .
.
lowa, Illinois and Missouri.
.
t
ter and imparities from thecfrenla. In addition in RAvAmiw tttjiOr
nnrnorn.
de
,i iiouu mo rt
C
tnla
luvuruorexora
BACA,?
(Seal)
W. Q. HAYDON,
I SAL E
Hon, end by its fine tonic properties rror'inent speakers to be heard at tion, and the' number of Bhares sub.
(Seal)
OF LONGFELLOW LETTERS
iC hevrai sessions include Senator scribed for
H. C, SMITH,
by each are aa follows- ;
Mexico's
NewJ York, Oct. 25. One of the
(Seal)
strengthening and building up the loses Clapp of Minnesota, Dean H.
Whole.'
THOS. W HAYWARD.
No. of I
(Seal) I finest' and most Interesting series of
system in such health manner that u Russell of the College of Agricul- - Name and 'address f
of
New
Shares
Territory
Mexico,
of
letters
the
poet Longfellow ever
'
.
enabled to overcome the de ure of the .UniversiV.of
Wicnnoln
iU
Everyone
MlKUeL b.
offered at auction waa sold hor
vxjuniy ox Han
las vesxA
iwiaro,
.
rz
"-"xt
pressing effects ot Catarrh. Some llarencft A. Perrv OB Ithe RnsalT
brandi-Ev- en
.1940 ' vn uuwrk day of October, A.' V. cat. The series, which was
rriv
m
age Foundation, Dr. John R. Com, C C.
local treatment is often AehA
Robblns, Bast' Las Vegas,
.
me
veiore
soceht
'
both
dealers
niwtm-and
by
personally
apneared
iix,
of
the
lots
Wisconsin
Industrial
ew
Mexico
epen the air passages of the head commission, Livy'S. Richard of nni.
10 Margarito Itomero, G. G Robblns, J. KonElete 'chiefly of the letters which
X M. Cunnmgham, Bast Laa
M. Cunningham, T. W.
end nose and relieve the congestion . u. nd Dr. a.
Ve
XL Toung, health com- Hayward. W. Icngfellow addressed Ito his friend
GROOM 65. RRine
New Mexico'
gas,
10
nissint.-eMayaon. h. c. Smith and H. C. de Feroiiand Freiligrath. the celebrated
of Chicago.
two aauwg ot the throat, and
N. Y, Oct 26.--The
T.
W
wed-dinJ&yward, East Lae Vegas,
Baca, to me known to be the persons German lyric and patriotic poet
The conference will conclude Sat,
CHILDREN
.
mner unpleasant symptoms.. There
of miob.
"
'
New Mexico . .. '. .... .
Juuzaoetn P.
described
"
in
'
10
and
j
who executed' the
ALSO FOR GROWN
are many helpful measures which rday evening with ja banquet at W. G. HaydonJ'East
PERRONS
of the' foundj
err.idd.ught.G00D ROADS CONVENTION!
Ta v
foregoing instrument ' in writing, and
vhicn toasts
be
cf
.
may be resorted to, and there art viuiam Alienwill responded "by to New Mexico . . . . .
Ala.,25.
Schep.
Oct"
Selma,'
A conven well
10 acknowledged that they executed OiJ
"V
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
:tbe
white, Colonel S. S,
"
ethers which may be harmful, one
w"81. pn01l8n
tlon of
of
same as their free act andr deed;
'abama Good Roads as- - rVv
ur. josiah ' Strong, Miss H. C Smith, East La VegaS,
jcuiure,
t
city
to aid Catarrh sufferers we have
FOLEY'S
New Mexico
.
Witness iny hand and Notarial Seal i Borlaaon opened here today with an tUe home of
10
Gale, Frank P. Walsh and Mrs,
thebrid-- .. FWDUU.
a special treatise on the diseaa. ;ona
H. C. de Baca. - 1m
I
that
ReaaBce
includes
date
the
lavid
in
this
the
first
Kirk,
woman school
certificate first above
prominent
which will be of great valne to anv
New Mexico
COilPOUS- DState "officials,- - congressmen and dele
10 J written.
who suffer with this trouble. . Thi' superintendent ln America.
'
The aggregate of such subscriptions I (Notarial Seal)
gates representing every county of
A COMMOK- - 'cttS . h -- k.!...
book together with any medical ad
nnv ialnM
Ihth
the
s'ate.
President John Craft of
Tice free to all who write and reques
iuouBa.ua (JZ.TOO) Dollars. I
. .
Even a tnm
nM.nA
-- v..
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS - the amount of the niti
uvrcgn L IRRA am
Jlobile. presided iat the- it. Take S. S. S. regularly and
.
nuivu uucii ncuu 1 ma- . ,.
CI
ac
FOLEY'S HONEY1
... AND
wvna man ha k
Ooun. .t0te tw, motnitrg.
cording to directions, and it will cei
tt which tto
TAR
us
rrjrcrtKrt-- i
into' it
tainly remove the cause and core you '
rails to cure
bualnesa,
of a cold.
le,V0
My commission expires June 1,1912.
R,!!. subsututes.
Catarrh. S.S.S. is sold at drug stores
Z
ase of Itchin. Blind.
No man knows what he is capable
ARTICLE VI.
VI
, THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta.
of doing until his wife assumes the
We all adml- r- a man who
C
O. G. SCKAEFE3 .
role of taskmaster.
wnat he thinks -- about othe "says Just
People.
Red Cross Drug Co.
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TV0 POLITICAL ASPIRANTS

IAN

CONVICTED

IS PLACED IN
THE PEN
JAMES

SENLYNCH, UNDER
TENCE OF DEATH, TAKEN TO
SANTA FOR SAFE KEEPING
C.

Khcri.1
Santa Fe, N.
Oct.
Stewart or Eddy county, brought
Jiinirs t Lynch to the i enltentlary
yterday afternoon for gafe keeping.
Uvnch was son I en owl recently to
death by Judr Clarence ,1. Roberts at
i
I
Carlsbad, for the' murder of City Marshal Hov Woofter of RoBwell. An tp
pea was allowed to the supreme court
however,1 and In the meantime Lynch
;
v 111 remain here.
Other prisoners
!
brc Vht to the penitentiary by Sheriff
Stewart were H. t). Simmons, tine to
five years, forgery, and Will Crockett,
!
six ironth to three years,N burglary.
Back front Oil Fields
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the
local land office returned this after-nofrom n trip through McKlnley
county and the western portions of
the territory visiting th oil fields
near Seven Lakes. The trip was made
to get accurate Information about the
olt fields for use In case contests over
ownership of the land arise. The
major made the Journey at the behest
of Washington officials and Beveral re
presentatives of the general land of- fflce accompanied him. Mr. Muller
f6und that considerable quantities of
oil existed but he was not prepared to
venture an opinion about the commercial future of the discovery..
Good Roads
t
The territorial engineer, Charles 1).
SENATOR ROBERT LA FOLLETTE
"Santa Fe, and the official
Of Wisconsin, who is the lead
of th
Insurgent republican faction and is Miller, of
whose sanction was necessary for the
endeavoring to secure the nomination for the presidency next year.
Imlldln? of the road through the Me
calero sands; J.
Lewis, of Carlsbad, an expert In road building and
the man who 'built the good road west
of this city to Plcacho laBt spring; W.
M. Atk'lnBbn,
chairman of the board
of county commissioners; Thomas 1).
White, a member of the county commissioners, and V. R. Keiiney, county
surveyor, all paid a visit to the
eands yesterday for the purpose of ascertaining the plauRlblllly
of constructing a good road through
the treacherous terra flrma. The road
with dirt and
will be constructed
faced off with a thick layer of clay
to assure Its firmness.
Charles D. Miller and Mr. IxjwIh
both agreed that the road could be
built satisfactorily and It Is generally
understood that Mr. Lewis will be In
Charge of the construction. Nothing
n
definite relative to th exact date
which actual construction will be
started has as yet been learned. However, Mr. Lewis will return Tuesday
from Carlsbad, where he and Mr. Miller went yesterday afternoon upon
matters pertaining to another enterprise, and at that time state to the
county commissioners the' exact date
upon which he will start projecting
for a site upon which to run the Una
The party traveled In autos almost
thropgh the entire stretch of sand,
going to within four miles of the opposite side, Both the territorial engiGOVERNOR WOODROW WILSON :
neer and the road expert iseemed satof New Jersey, who is prominently m entioneti by the democrats for nomina- isfied with what they saw and are all
tion for president Mr. Wilson has announced that he was in a "re- the more resolute In their belief that
the enterprise will be a success In ev
ceptive frame of mind."
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Refreshing Drink
For Fever Patients

ixl

HATCH

TREASURY

v

The Only Cure

That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any
kind whatsoever. It is administered,
WITHOUT

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into more healthy
condition. The man't health li decidedly Improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and full information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal
v

Cure

Three-Da- y

Call or Write

.

N

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second Street

Phone 321
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A ROGERS SILVERWARE1
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.)
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TO ATTEND TAFT.
Green Bay, Wis., Oct.' 25. When
President Taft arrives in. Green Bay
early tomorrow morning he will be
received by United States Senator
Stephenson and a number of other
prominent public men of Wisconsin.
The entire delegation will accompany
the president on bis two days" tour
of the state.

-

THE MEYERS CO.
ALBUQUIiRQUK, N. M.

KNOWN ALL OVER THE
WORLD AS

"

-

ORDER THROUGH

is w. hilvkr ave..

"IS

SARGENT

'

D. A. R. IN 6E88ION.
Chicago, Oct 25 The annual
of the Illinois organization of
the Daughters of the American Revolution began a two days' session at
One
the Blackstone hotel today.
hundred and fifty (delegates reprethe
throughout
chapters
senting
state were in attendance.
con-feren-

I
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-

AntMoNCsiawcalinKST
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DOG

supply the elements the absence of
Age 43 years.
whir1 in the gastric juices causes
4Horn at Janesville, Wisconsin.
and dyspepBla.
They aid 4-- Came to New Mexico when ten
the fttoMocti to digest food and to
'
years old.
quli l.ly rtLer It Into rich red blood
In mercantile business at 13
f
mu! materia! necessary for overcom
4-- RIto at
early a&e.
,
ing rmlutnl body waste.
of R.lo Arrllia county
Treasurer
f
&
Rexall
Dyspep- 4Carry
package of
term.
one
for
sia Tablets In your vest pocket, or
4 Served as territorial auditor
keep them In your room. Take one 4- - under four
governors and one exit- - 4
after each heavy meal and prove our
governor.
lng
f
will
not
assertion that indigestion
4Delegate to many. conventions,
bother you.
4Hard worker for upbulldlhg of 4
We know what Rexall Dyspepsia
4
Tablets are and what they will do 4- New Mexico.
Married and has children. ' 4
We guarantee them to relieve Indl 4"
gestlon and dyspepBla. If they fail we
Some may call the life of William
will refund your money. Three sires:
25 cents, GO centB, and $1.00. Remem 0. Sargent, present territorial auditor,
tier, yon can obtain Rexall Remedies ahd candidate for state auditor on the
only at our store The Rexall Store. republican ticket, an uneventful one
E. G. Murphey.
because it ha8 been free from fireworks and because he Is a quiet buildT. U. MEETS FRIDAY
W.
er rather than a loud talker, but he
na Is the type of a class of businessmen
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct.
tional officers and the headquarters and citizens who are creating the modworking force of the National Wo ern New Mexico and are placing It
man's Temperance Union arrived in on a solid foundation of prosperity.
Milwaukee today to take up the final
Watch Dog of the Treasury
Work of preparation for the thirty- and
A man who has as carefully
over the
eighth annual convention of the or conscientiously watched
ganization which Is to begin Its ses fundB of the commonwealth, who has
sions here Friday. It Is estimated that scrutlzlned the expenditures of almost
t.t'OO delegates and several hundred ten million dollars and has been comvisitors will lie In attendance. AccorS- - pelled to call a halt more than once
Ihg to custom, tomorrow the day pre- against claims presented, end yet, has
ceding the opehlng of the convention, retained his position under four govhas been designated a day of prayer. ernor of divergent views, not to speak
Mrs. Lllllam M. N. Stevens of Maine ot the interim hetWeen the terms of
the national president, will 'call the Governor Hagerman and Governor
convention to order and deliver her Curry when the late James Wallace
amjual address at the opening sesBton Raynolds was acting Rovernor, must
In the
Auditorium Friday evening. be a man of more than ordinary parts,
The sdasiong will continue until next Ha has well earned the appellation of
Wednesday, The discussion of plans "Watch Dog of the Treasury." '
for a closer alliance and
From 8tate of La Follette
of
Mr. Sargent was born at Janesville,
the temperance organizations
throughout the world will he a leading Wisconsin, 43 years ago. He came to
feature of the convention. Legisla New Mexico when only ten years old
tion for the better regulation of child and went to school at Tlerra Amarllla,
and woman labor also will receive con RJo Arriba county. In early youth, he
slderable attention.
joined his brothers In a mercantile
enterprise at El Rito, also in Rio Ar
riba county, and that has been his
MONTREAL CONVENT JUBILEE.
25.
ever since; although since
A
heme
Oct.
Montreal,
pontifical
high mass attended by noted clergy he became oudltor ; of New Mex
and lay members of the church .this ico ' In 1901,
that is ten years
morning ushered in a celebration of ago, he has not only lived most
the flftleth 'annlversary of the found of the time in Santa Fe, but has
ing of the Sacred Heart Convent; in invested largely in Santa Fe real es
this city. The .celebration will con- tate and built a number of modem
tinue over Thursday and Friday.
residence houses.
County Treasurer arid Legislator
Before he was appointed territorial
Occasionally we meet a man who
would rather work for a living than auditor, he served a term aa county
treasurer of Rio Arriba county, He
go iuto politics.
has been a delegate, to county and
territorial conventions and to one na
tional convention. He has served sev
eral terms In the legislature and his
firm, progressive- - convictions made
of real service to the people as a
him
mil iiu.iii. ium
legislator.
Mr. Sargent is married and has chil
dren.,' Ills home circle la an ideal one.
J
Mrs. Sargent is a talented planlste an-a favorite In Santa Fe social circles
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ALCOHOLISM
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tlaM of any good trniB lott from
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ilh (lnin cnld watrr. Thia mt t nude more
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Thin drink f. pit liiulily rcconimond.'d br Dr.
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REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE
FOR
STATE AUDITOR, HAS MADE
remedy
GOOD IN OFFICE
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Here's an Offer You Should not

h
Lb-

THE NEAL TREATMENT

A

FOR THE 8TOMACH.
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.

IleaUtful Hints

;
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ery resptct. The trip was made for
the specific punKse of showing: the
gentlemen just what they had to buck
up against, and they returned seem
results.
Ingly certain of excellent
Koswell Dally Rword.
Brookes Was Pleased
Adjutant General A. S. I'.rookea has
returned from El Paso where he attended the Btatehod celebration given In honor of New Mexico and Arizona. "It was a splendid success and
all were given a royal good time" said
the adjutant general. "El Paso was
bo pleased with the celebration that
It was decided to hold
one every
year." The adjutant general went to
the Pass City with Governor Mills and
the other emmbers of the governor's
rtaff.
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SAILS

No, Cordelia,

Of Mors, Each Dsllvtry
to 200 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
to 1,000 lb4 Each Dtllvsry
to 200 Ibs Each Delivery
Lsas Than 60 lbs., Eanh Dttllvsry

WOO

lbs.

AGUA P URsA

r.10t

lbs.
lbs.
SOo par
lbs.
40c par 100 lbs.
SOo par 100 lbs.
XOe

1,000 lbs,
.200 lbs.
50 lbs.

25

C

0MIPA

100
pr 100

NY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
, and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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FOR JAPAN.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 25.
Charles Page Bryan, Who was recently transferred from the position
of, United States minister to Belgium
to that of ambassador to Japan,
sailed today for his new post of duty
.
at Toklo.
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a chronic office nnfeiciwho has come
BAILEY TO QUIT SEN AtW
outside greeted Dr. Cook with an upNew Afexican felt the to the end of MfcraroW spitefully
Washington, Oct 25. Emphatically
ght of that machine's displeasure. barking at the heelf;the men who denying reports that he had ehanged roar of Insulting cries.
e
w Mexico had ample time to
He was escorted by police, however,
made him, cared ifor him for Tears his mind about
retiring to private life,
'
acquainted with Oillie Otero protected him, IsUof upt toi him Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas, and no personal violence was attempted.
,
his machine. When he proposed when his inefficiency laid. him open in an interview
here, stated that his
CTself for the first tate governor to attack, and finally put him aside decision to leave the senate
it the
Btwas simply ignored. He had no only because the" people would no expiration of his present term In 1913 Unless you overestimate the aver
hlm-no
0j-8friends, no backers. He longer stanjj for
he doesn't think you fully
was irrevocable.
..to defeated.
Is Otero flgutlnrsloR principle, for
appreciate him.
f
pai'Hd with the senseless rage of the srood of anrtbina or anybody, or
villi mm fitftm tnrttaA nn tha is he Just ,making
Baroi
If a man has money he can buy
train bound for the fulfillment
jsat that Of The
who have cared
for him.' urn. I n.ran,..
k
too
to
at
ideals
, i! in i ! o m'avim.'
has
wa;
friefidsnbut
stop
-flltds
many
U11I1U
.
they are never worth the
li&Ul
manmg, uio
(1 him
and lnovided for him for J to "get even?"
ever to get there.
stations
price:;
VIO
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Receipts, 18,000; market
Sneep
steady. Muttons, $2.90 3.75; lambs,
$4.405.90; range wethers and yearlings. $S.004.50; range ewes, $2.25

NEW MODEL HAT.

AW-)-.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
stock
New York, Oct... .25.-- The
.
.

-

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, , Oct. 25. Cattle, receipts
estimated at 27,000; market steady
to 10 cents lower. Beeves, $4.70
6.75; Texas steers, $4.006.OO; . west-

market drifted idly mrous"
du'il- morning session, whir'i was the
.
The rove!lli,; nt
wiibi
i I J 7 ;.
cotton ginning repon. wa
the
ouiy
but
as bullish for stocks,
was in th
activity which It produced
races
ruieu
cotton market
without material changes except for
some of the industrials which devel.A.uar- oped a considerable strength.
moved
upsra.
ican Tobacco bonds
anthe sixes rising a point on the
subsithe
of
one
nouncement that
diaries would cease opposition 'to the
reorganization plan on consideration
ot being free from .control by the
company. New yorK Air
heavy loss.
up part of Its recent
Amalgamated Copper was pushed up
to above 64. despite the loss inflicted
on the company by the burning of a
Oil
large smelter. American Cotton
:
also hardened a large fraction after
level.
falling to 43, a new low
were
BondB
to
steady.
show
at
t
the back
Turned up
'
"
Cluster of curls.

ML-

.

vu.-o..- .

ern steers. $4.157.00; stockerB and
feeders, $3.25 5.70; cows and heifers, ?1.90C.OO; calves, $5.008.50.
Hogs, receipts estimated at 28,000;
market dull ;to 5 cents lower. Light,
$5.756.374 mixed, $5.80645;
heavy, $5.806.45; rough, $3.80
6.05; good to choice heavy, $6.05
6.45; pigs, ,$3.505.75; bulk of sales,

$6.106.35.
Sheep, receipts estimated at 55,000; market steady to a snaae lower.
Native, $2.253.70; western, $2.40
$3.6004.25; lambs,
3.75; yearlings,
Native,: $4.006.00; western, $4.00
-

cno

'

6.1.0.

I

Ohio, City of Toledo,
s.
Lucas
County,
'
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. . Cheney & Co., doing businesj
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure,
' FRANK J. CHENEY:
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in; my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and. acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

State of

:

i KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Value of Cleanliness.
Kansas City, Oct. 25. Cattle, re
Teeth kept clean mean small den
14,000, including 1,500 south
tc
ceipts
wasted
tlst's bills, and little time
market
steady to weak. Natoothache. Hair kept clean mean: erns;'
that no time be wasted tor the pi t tive steers, $5.758.85; southern
' 3.8005.00;
southern cows
ventlon of baldness later. on. Skit,
kept clean means no toss of time in
I2.7634.50; native cowb
illness. In fact, it Is hard to gay ir a$id- heifers, $2.756.75; stockers and
what department of life cleanllne"
$3.905.80; bulls, $3.25
' V' jleders,
does not save time., . VV "
- western
jt.Jfr y. calves, I4.00igi7.5u;western cows, Z

sert,
-

Prlnoest 8llps. ,
There has been an unusually lar'gr
distribution of. princess slips during -- Hogs, receipts 16,000; market 10c
the spring and summer, owing to th. lower. Bulk of sales, $5.806.30;
general use of sheer material tor heaw. $6.2506.40:
pacKers ana
summer dresses, says the Dry (jonrtF
lights, $5.80
butchers,
$6.106.35;
Economist The highest grade nin'u
bers are made of marquisette hiw; $6.30; pigs,, $4.25,5.50.
mercerized batiste. They are P.v.u
lace i'tiii
orated with
'Hi "
ribbons, and make effective llnirif!
for thp new-stydresses
ste;ei!a;-$4.00,7.75-

-

There is Only One

le

"Biwiio Quinine"

, How to Tell a Pullet.
An Australian authority says that a
d
veins on
pullet will show
the surface of the skin, under the
wings. There will also be long, silky
hairs growing there. After a year old
those hairs disappear, as also do the
veins, and the skin grows white and,
velnless. The difference can be seet

That Is

rose-colore-

,

at a rtnce.

'

LnitBtivQ Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IK ORE DAY.

-

Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature on every box.

25c.
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unaerwear.

Finished)

Vuucrwear ina as wood and
Guaranteed Bv the Makprc

uy
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two-pie-

MilUfi'i(
V'tdemar.fs J

Harvard
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Per Garment

;

20c to $3.00

be-Vi-

age-ma-

.
wwiiiiunauis ciub ana gymnasium.

We are prepared with a full line of
sizes and qual-itie- s
in both
and union suits to fit the
entire
family. No bijj, bulky feeling under
your clothing if yo
buy underwear tro'm us.
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IN COTTON

WINTERS DRUG

igan.
Mrs. Duvall, atenoeraDher

of

".'

afternoon from a trip to Wagon Mound
and Mora.
Cecillo Ro8enwald returned yesterday from an extended trip to the lower country for the purpose of "purchas.
ing sheep.
,
W. H. Wedgecombe of La Junta,
traveling auditor for the Santa Fe, arrived last night and was In,
v
today.
F. H. Pierce trustee and contractor
of the Camfield Developments ipesntany, .returned last night from trip,;
to Denver.
tSi-fEarl Norton and Charles Hedgcock
returned this afternoon from EKPa
where they went to attend the State-,vo-hood celebration.
Mrs. P. W. Hale and Mrs. .
Woods returned home this afternoon'
from a 'trip to Flagstaff and other
"
points in Arizona.
Surveyor John L. Zimmerman and
W. B. Jacobs, trainer of the "One
Cylinder" team, returned this at
from Chapelle.
Mrs. Zella Clay came in this afternon from her home in California and
will visit her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Haskell, for a short time
Mr. and Mrs. Lino Varela returned
yesterday afternoon from El Paso and
other points in the south, where they
went on their wedding tour.
W .A. Nicholas, field officer of the
Children's Home society of New Mex
ico, is in Las Vegas on business. The
home is located in Albuquerque.
Mrs. J. van Houten of- - Raton) who
has been visiting her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Wiegand, left this after- noon for her home in the Gate City.
A. Teitlebaum, a resident of Atlanta,
Ga., who has been in Lag Vegas for
several months looking after property
in this section will leave tomorrow
afternoon for his home. Mrs. J. C. Johnsen returned last
night from a trip to Albuquerque and
Santa Pe. Mrs. Johnsen was a jdele-gate to the state convention of the
Order of Eastern Star'in Albuquerque
the latter part of last week, ...
. JaVe Graaf,
formerly proprietor of
the Graaf Dry Good store came '14
this afternoon from El Paso, where he
has had his place of business since
leaving Las Vegas and win", visit-hi- s
family who are stiH living in taiejLas-Veg- as

Ladies' and Misses'
Long Goats

-

They are beauties and

1

prices are right.

''

Hoffman &

Graubarth

-

Phone Main 104
Ladies' ribbed, fleece

P. S.

lined union suits, 65c value
or 39c.

REPUBLICANS

HOLD

TBEIRJRISIARIES
TO COUNTY

DELEGATES

CONVEN-TIO-

ARE NAMED AT HARMONIOUS MEETINGS
Delegates to th republican county
convention, which will be held Friday
were

chosen last night by the West

6, at pri
their
In gome of the precincts, there
was spirited rivalry for places on the
delegations' and for officers of the pri
maries but the voters present and all
the defeated candidates were enerous
in their approval of the action of the

side precincts, Nos. 3, 5
maries which were noted

and

-- or,

bar-man- y.

-

"
.
,
meetings.. ' ',
Delegates chosen were as follows;
Precinct Ho. '3, Eirgenk Romero, Este-ba-

n

;

gas.

Coombs appeared to have sprung a
"Charley horse" in his leg and time
was called while Davis rubbed him.
new $15 Victor - Victrola,
After a minute play was resumedTl
don't put it off any longer.
Coombs threw out Snodgrass at first
Go ; today and hear it play
Doyle taking second. Murray fanned.
your favorite music. Other
Merkle grounded out, Baker to Davis. No runs, one hit, no errors.
styles at $25, $40, $50, $75,
'
Ninth Inning.
$100, $150, $200, $250.
Philadelphia:
Murphy hit to short
A Dollar a Week Will Do
and was safe on Fletcher's fumble.
Davis forced Murphy on a bunt to
Edison Phonographs
Crandall, who threw to Fletcher.
at $15. $22, $27, $30, $45,
Barry forced Davis, Herzog to (Doyle.
Barry was out stealing. Meyers to
$65, $75
,
Fletcher. No runs, no hits, one er- Columbia
.
ror.
Graphophones
New York: Herzog was out, Barry
$15. $25, $40, $50
to Davis. Fletcher drove a double to
We are Headquarters for
left Meyers was out, Barry to Da
vis,' Fletcher taking third. Fletcher
Sheet Music and all Musical
scored on Crandall's double to right
Goods
Crandall scored on Devore's single to
;
.
I
Only at :
left.Score tied. The fans ffrent
crazy. Devore ' was out stealing,
Lapp to Barry. Two runs, three hits,
'
i
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
no errors.
Tenth Inning.
Philadelphia:- Lapp out, Crandall
to Merkle. Coombs singled. . Strunk
ran for Coombs. Lord filed to Devore.
Oldring out, Meyers to Mer
kle. No runs, one hit, no, errors.
New York: Plank went in the box
for the Athletics. Doyle doubled to
left Plank took Snodgrass" attempt
ed sacrifice and threw to third base
but failed to catch Doyle. Murray
filed out to Murphy. Snodgrass was
now on first and Doyle on third with
Doyle scored on Mer-kleonly one out
TWO GENTLEMEN FROM ROY AND
sacrifice fly to Murphy. One
A VAUDEVILLE COMPANY FILL
run, one jb.lt, no errors.
i TOWN
WITH EXCITEMENT
The Box Score.
AB R H PO A E
New York
.6
If
25.
N.
Oct.
of
M.,
Devore,
Springer,
People
5
3 4
this town are still talking about the Doyle, 2b
5
.
2
.
.
.
0
n
cf
of
a number of Springer Snodgrass,
carryings-o0 0
...5
people and a couple of prominent men Murray, rf
from the town of Roy Saturday and Merkle, lb ...'.....2 1 0 12
4 0 1 1
Sunday aa 'the result of the appear Herzog, 3 b
1
..4
ss
ance here of the Morrell Vaudeville Fletcher,
.
c
Meyers,
company Saturday night. The
of "the company was going Marquard, p
"1 .1 0
on nicely when the two gentlemen Ames, p
.1 1
from Roy entered. They mounted the Crandall, p
.1 0
x
Becker
stage. Evidently under the influence
of the ' bracing cool ,air or of same-thin- g
Totals
.....36 4 9 30 15 2
else equally bracing the men
x Batted for Marquard in third in- were feeling good. They immediately
ning.
began conducting a political meeting. Philadelphia
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
The audience became disgusted
5 0 0 2 0 0
......
If
Lold,
when the vaudeville company was un2
0
cf . .
Oldring,
The
able to stop the disturbance.
0 1
'..3
Collins, 2b . .'.
manager of the company announced Baker, 3b ; . .
0 1
from the stage that the admission fee Murphy, rf . .
1 4
would be returned to those who de- Davis, lb ....
0 T
sired it. Immediately there was a rush Barry, ss .:.
3
1
for the box office The cashier, see- Lapp, c .....
1 10 2
2
ing that something was about to be Coombs, p . . .
0 0 0
..0
doing, ducked and ,fled to his hotel. Plank, p ....
0 0 0
..0
JSOjWas pursued by the crowd who de- Strunk x . .
manded of him and the manager that
37 - 3 7 29; 12 1
Totals
bey refund the admission money. The
was
Coombs fn the
ran
this
for
informed
that
was
x
Strunk
jrjwd
'
".
as the' company had Just paid tenth, V;
v'
i
Two men out when: winning run
Jr$.; board bill and had utilized all its
'
;'
was scored.-;'- ; ;r:y
avslf&ble casho r
:
,
,i
Score by innlngsr
.'Then ,thp two gentlemen from Roy
6
6
0
0
0
0
3
:
.00
Hi fh a movement to Becure revenge. Phlla.
:
..0 00000 1020
They swore "out a - warrant' before a New York
h. Tiuniv, far ttiA Arrest of Summary: .Two ,base hits, Doyle
Bhowmen on a charge of obtaining 2, Fletcher, Crandall. , Home run,
The Oldring. . Hits, oft Marquard 3 in 8
monejr under, false pretenses..
men at bat;
luckless performers were dragged 1 in 3 innings, Jl..
4 innings, 14 at . hat; off Crandall
in
dead
of
the
beds
the
in
from" their
a in 3 three innings, 11 men at ba;
iHghtJfind hailed into court where they
Off Coombs, 8 in 9 innings, 33 at bat;
fine.
were given a substantial
1 la I, inning,. three at bat
oft'Plank,
In the morning the jpomplainlng witSacrifice
files,
Mayers, Merkle. .Stolnesses were Iteming remorseful. They
i,. bases,,
Collins, Doyle,
en
erzog,
made ajTahgetnenta with th'e justice BaWy.:, Dowble
to Collins.
Lapp
psy,
of
to dlsmls the case upon payment
ion bases, ,New York, 8 ; Pblla-de)hiLeft!
"
the costs1;' This he did. A purse was
6. Baies on balls, off Marmade tip:to assist the actors io
off Coombs, 2. Hit by pitch-er- .i
1;
quard,.
the two gentlemen from Roy
Struck out,
vi)X Coombs.
Merkle
contributed 13 each. Then the-- ' party byvMarquard, 2;' Ames, 2; Coombs, 9.
little 'celebration at which Wild pitch, Crandall.
began
Time, 2:30.
lithere w8 much flow of wit;and of
behind
Klem
the bat;
Umpires;
is alleged. One 'of the
on bases; Brennan, right field;
quid .goods,,
affair
Connolly, left field.
city officials participated in the
said
are
of
residents
Springer
and the
to be circulating a petition demanding
ALARMED) ABOUT SHIPS.
his remoyali The outcome of the afNorfolk, Va., Oct 25. Alarmed because nothing has been heard from
fair is hard to 'predict:
the torpedo boat "destroyers Barney,
and Wilkes
McDonough
GALE Craven,.
WRIGHT (DEFIES A
S. C, several
which
left
iCharleston,
Kill Devil HIll,v y.7c. Oct 2&
days , ago bound for Norfolk, naval
In a fifty-mil- e
wind, i today, Orville authorities today despatched
the
virWright went aloft and remained
Reed and the tug Potomac
destroyer
tually stationary invhia glider, with to search for the missing craft '"'
which he is conducting experiments
A: meager report telling of the
He was up nine Wilkes is all the news the navy yard
in aerial stability.
seconds, and officials have received from the boats
minutes and forty-fiv- e
of approxialtitude
an
maintained
since, they left Charleston.
mately 150 feet
. The
record breaking, "flight' was
TAFT APPROVES DISMISSAL
the seventeenth in a series that beOct. 25. The presl
Washington,
gan today. The first glide lasted dent has approved the sentence of the
un-ti- l'
only 54 seconds, each lengthening
court martial, dismissing First Lieu
.
cm'.
;
the final
tenant Myron B. Bowdish of' Pennsylvania, Fifteenth Cavalry, who was
of .Rom? men. depends convicted at Fort Sheridan of dupli.goodness
than on nrinciDles. cation of pay accounts.
!

Paso.
W. G. Haydon,
George H.. Hunker
and Dr. F. T. B. Feet returned this

Just Received New Line

.
Rev. 'Father Brown, 'president-Sacred Hearty College t.DenM,vae
.

T5he Rosenthal

SPRINGER BOASTS
SURE ENOUGH
SENSATION

........

,

compinied .by Rev. Father Peraijft
to- - Triuiaiuf
of Trinidad, returned
this afternoon. (They- arrived in, Las
for jthe
Vegas Jast night'' on business
pnurcn.
Charles A. Spiess
J. Mills, David J. Leany, Apoiomo a
Sena! and C. W. G. Ward returned J9t
night from Mora where theywenty
the remiblicancoun-tMonday to'attend
'
'
convention. ' They made "the rif
Ward'
G.
touring car,(
in C. W.
Antonio Lucero,, democraUo candidate for secretary- - of states passed
on
through Laa Vegas this afternoon
his way from Raton to Albuquerque.
Albuquerque until
He will remain
will
go to the soutn-,- t
he
when
Sunday,
on a cam--,
state
oart of the
-

,

.

'

11
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I
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Cotton gin
Washington,
ning throughout the south since the
picking of the crop of 1911 began has
been carried on with greater activity
this season than in any year in the
history of the industry and has resulted in the unprecedented quantity
of 7,740,634 running bales of cotton,
ginned to October 18.
The census bureau report issued at
10 o'clock today, showed that greater
quantities were ginned during the
season In every cotton state except

NOT

GUILTY

Baking Helps

AFTER LONG AND HARD FOUGHT'
LEGAL 'BATTLE: COM STOCK
IS ACQUITTED.

After a lorig'lSHa1 Interesting course

that brought into play all the legal
learning and ability1 of the attorneys
and Judge and gave the students a
of the
good idea of 'the working
'
courts of the country the mock trial
at the Normal University has been
to a close..- The Jury, after
brought
Oklahoma.
deliberation,' 'brought in a
profound
, There were 2,316,000 bales more verdict of not
guilty, thus" acquitting
than were ginned last year to the
Arthur .Comstocb of "the charge of
same date; 1,322,740 bales more than
having etoleft:,sme tings and other
during the record crop year of 1904, valuable ' Jewelry from La Casa de
when 47.7 per cent of the year's toRamona, the woman' dormitory of
tal crop of 13,697,310 running bales the school..,, Ifonso
Tjujlllo, the othwere ginned;' to October 18, and 1, er
defendant
pleaded
jfl.thecase,
444,468 bales more than the big crop
exonerating,, Oomstock .from
guilty,
48.1
cent
when
of the the
of 1906,
per
charge,;, "!t
year's crop of 13,432,131 running
Sanchez,, 'attorney for the
Felipe
bales were ginned to that date.
state, useder'eajis at his comThroughout the growing season mand to
bring ajiout p. conviction. He
various conditions caused the crop to built
up a. f.trongiasp but could inot
earlier'
most
-

i

.

mature much
than in
previous years and harvest conditions have been excellent in most
districts of the cotton belt. "
In Texas, the ginning surpassed
previous records by more than 600,-00-0
bales; In Georgia by 428,000
bales; in Alabama bys 138,000 bales;
In North Carolina iby 129,000 bales,
and in South Carolina by 132,000
bales.
FROM TEXAS.
Some

Coffee

overcome; tbe .effect upon the Jury of
the testimony jflf.the defendant, Tru-JillMarion.fjBaker.t attorney for the
defense, showe considerable ability
and ably represented, bia client Dr.
Frank H...H, jioberts presided ad
Judge at.,tia,trial.'l Carl Ellis was
sheriff. His reputation, as an athlete
enabled him to keep order in the
court room upon' the direction of the
Judge, as the''sectatoTs knew they
would be'throwtt' but bodily if they
talked back? to;tfie; 'sheriff. Ellis also
o.

the Heat of

Learn to Regulate

Your Oven

,

By Mrs. Janet Mck'enzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine'

There is just one way to make
your cakes rise high and keep an
even surface. Have your oven
moderate at first, until the cake is
fully rizen; then increase the heat,
so as to brown it over quickly.
Extreme heat stiffens the dough.
If you stiffen the outside of the
cake before the rising is complete,
you stop the rising process. Then
the leavening gas, forming inside,
will bulge up the center, where
the dough is still soft, and spoil
.
the shape of the cake.
88

,

,

leave the. pores open, allowing the
leavening gas to escape and the heat to
Small ovens cool
penetrate readily.
quickly; therefore they should be made
several degrees- hotter than a larger
oven, and the less the door is opened
the better. Do not attempt to bake,
bread and pastry together. Bread, re- -,
'"
baking
quires prolonged, moderate
"
reverse.
the
pastry
Have a strong nnclerlieat for baking
powder preparations, especially pastry.
These are only a few of the many
baking helps found in the K C Cook's .
Book a copy of which may be secured
by sending the colored certificate taken
from a
can of K C Baking Powder to the Jaqoks Mfg. Co.', Chicago.
nt

.

Facts From the Lone

Star State.
From a beautiful farm down in
Texas, where gushing springs unite
to form babbling brooks that wind
their sparkling way through flowery
meads, comes a note of gratitude for
delivery from the coffee habit.
"When my baby "boy came to me
five years ago, I began to drink Pos-tuhaving a feeling that it would
be better for him and me than the
I was
old kind of drug-lade( coffee.
not o'i.suiipcinfed In it, tor it enabled me,
small delicate woman, to
nurxo n " otmclng, healthy baby 14
..
months.
"I hate since continued the use of
Pofitum for I have grown fond of it
and lave c'lsrovered to my Joy that
It has entirely relieved me of a bilious
habit which used to prostrate me two
or three times a year, causing much
discomfort to my family and suffer'
ing to myself.
was . cured of
"My brother-in-lachronic constipation by leaving off
coffee and using Postum. He has become even more fond of it than he
was of the old coffee.
"In fact the entire family, from
the latest arrival, (a
who
always calls for his 'potie' first thing
in the morning) up to the head of
the bouse, think there is no drink so
good or so wholesome as Postum."
Name, given bjr Postum Co., Battle
Creek; Mich.
i
the little book. "The Road to
We viile,"; in pkgs. 'There" a reason.
Ever read the above letter T A new
one appears from time j:o time. They
ars genuine, true, and full of human

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORk
AND GET A BOX OF

STOP

NEVIU'S PURITY CANDY

Sterling: Silver Picture Frames

n

inlisall sizes and at very

Sill

f.r.l

'"L

J4""-

-

reasonable prices.

ROBERT

V

J.

.

.

TAUPERT
OPTICIAN

v CHAS. LEWIS
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j

thy
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Eyery
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Stylish; ard

atj Home,

tgMajac
Vkkxz in

Up-to-da-te

Your Cleaning arid Pressing

''.MEii'OJ''

' Some
people impress us as being
too (polite to get all that's coming
to them.

VUL DOLL BUILDING

"

' '

eai to

.1:13

9k i
:;

Capital Paid ia

Surplus:

,

;

$50,000.00

J. M. CVNNINOHAM. President
PRANK SPRtfMER, Vie PmtdMrt

HOSXIN3.

LAS:f,nViiEGAS
'

'
.

...i ill'.

r

Chlr

;

'

Interest P&iVTime
Deposits
Hill vt;
'
bur--

od fV9i!wf

.......

IDLE MONEY

'if
.56

im

.

r.WA

i

Notk Biscuits - or other pastries
made from stiff dough, that are cut into
shapes for the oven, bake in a hot oven.
This is because' the cut surfaces ol the
dough do not sear over, but rather

liquid-ating'an-

-

Commissioners
George M. KinseH,
Ortiz jr Pino, Esqutpuia

0130

14

'.

.

FOUND

TJ

showed skill and daring in the handling of desperate criminals. The trial
was such a success at least from
tr6 ttandpoint of the defense and so'
instructive for the students, that an
other likely will be held during the
school year.

25.

's

'

Gutierrez,,. Juan Mares, Juan TaJ
Wallace,
foya, Luis Ortiz, Santiago
8. Kavanaugh.l: Precinct No. oWose
P. Mares, Serafin Baca, Juan Florence,
Lorenzo Delgado, Pedro Ortiz, Benigno
A.
Romero, Adelaide Tafpya, Charlea
Trinidad
Bpless. Secundino Romero,
Sena, M. F. Des Marais. Precinct No.
Louis i3; llfelS.Pdro Patron,' Susa
Fidel
no Hontano. Jose S. Esquibel,
Ortlz;?Amador Ullbarrl, Felipe Baca 7
Garcia, Florentino Montoya, William
B. Stapp, Pablo Aragon, Manuel Silva
Mix Garcia v Gutierrez.
Precmct'iNo. 6 also named a new
precinct central committee as follows:
Louis c. Ilfeld, Jose Santos Esquibel,
Florentino Montoya, Pedro Patront
Ba-t-- l
W. C. JfcDonald, accompanied by
Montano, Fidel Ortiz, Felipe
of other democratic politinumber
William
v (4.rf in. Amador TJlibarrj,
this afternoon by auto
returned
cians
B.
Stapp, Pablo Aragon, Manuel Silva
son of
from Mora. H. B. Fergus
nd Felix Garcia y Gutierrez.
democratic candidate for
A.
Felix Martinez of El Paso.
superintendTICKET
for
UtiTi
dfbi idi iriiu
N White, candidate
ent of schools, and W. R. McGill,
Santa Fe, 'N.' M.," Oct. 25. The
named
for attorney general, composed
of, this county have
the following ticket; the convention the party and will be in Las Vegas
VM harmonious and there is every In-tonight to attend the
be the
McDonald
noation of a heavy vote for me
ing, at which
nominees:
.
wnhr
principal speaker.
ruuiii nuiLt? aim
j
Franklin
State Senator Benjamin
ROAD.
pankey.
TRAIL TO BE NATIONALmovement
25.-A
RonraoantatluAa DamAD L. BSCS
Si Louis, Oct
nationa h.gh-waCarles C. Catron.
for an oceanoocean
old
which would utilize the
8herlff Charles C Closson.
state
Missouri
the
and
trail
Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz.
.was
Saturday,
dedicated
Ld
V.
be
Cop
School Superintendent John
ZmcZ today the. convention
of he Revo- he Missouri Daughters
Treasurer Celso Lopez.
A

(Continued From Pxge One)

If you haven't heard this

at the

GINMli

-

Oct.

S15.00

DIAMOND THIEF

OVER 7,000,000 BALES HAVE BEEN
TURNED FROM GINS SO FAR
THIS YEAR.

Victor-Victro- la

Charles Ilfeld company arrtved. this
arternoon from a short visit to. El

GO.

SAVED

GIANTS

ir

Phone Main 3

,'

RALLY

William Stein of Rociada
came in
from his home last
night.
Mrs. C. I. Harris, who
has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Garmrrt
tw.
afternoon for home in
Okla.
Sapulpa,
C. D.
Amphlett, a resident of
arrived this afternoon on
a business
trip to Las Vegas.
KoDert J. Taupert.
after a two
weeks", buainesa trip in the east, returned to Las Vegas
yesterday .
uorge A. Fleming left last nleht
for a trip of three weks to
Chicago
and points In Indiana. Ohio and Mich

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Teu may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

FIVE

25, 1911

OCTOBER

A LUCKY BATTING ALL RECORDS BROKEN

PERSONALS

Prescriplionist

WEDNESDAY,

.'.

!'

to no one.

Besides

.' directed toward pleasure's pursuit, and tneri is

wilbsf forever.

MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
iffhi !i- - V"R
mlA ..I(Depostt
s est will
'

it it often

,

'

'

it in a savings bank, where the

inter-r,- n

accumulate and cause you to bank all
you'.possibly can for the future, and for more
'
'

.':r!"jifltreSt;;,-

LVS VEGAS

savkgs bank

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY.

OCTOBER 25, 1911.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION.
A contention of the republicans of
he county of Ban MlgueL Territory
of New Mexico, la called for the 27th
day cf October, A. D. 1911, at 9

o'clock ft. m., at the county court
house la Las Vegas in said county
and territory, for the purpose of nominating the following officers:
One senator from the First sena-

torial district
Three representatives
from the
ptxta representative district, both
districts composed of the county of

NAVAL

OFFICERS

TO MAKE TEST

.

'.

No. 19
Vo. 20
Vo. 21
So. 22
o. 23
o. 24
o. 25

TO id

CLAIM WALK TO LINKS AND GOLF
PLAYING WILL COVER NECESSARY 12 MILES

Washington, Oct. 25. Naval officers
attached to the bureau of ordnance In
Wahsington are not worrying at pres-an- t
making calculations about the ef
fectiveness of the slxteen-Incgun or
or whether the San Marcos, which
was recently torn to bits by the guns
of the Delaware, will ever be fit for
sea service again. What Is troubling
them most now Is how many times
one must walk around the links, at the
Chevy Chase Golf club in order to
comply with the requirements of the
department making It imperative for
every bureau officer to go through the
physical test prescribed by walking a
distance of 12 miles in a single day.
Careful computations have been
made of the course at Chevy Chase
during the past week by those officers
who are members of the club and who
have been called upon to submit to
the physical test. They have reached
the conclusion, after a good deal of
figuring, that by, walking out to the
club from the department they cover
some eight miles, and after playing
the eighteen holes on the green four
or five times they are ready to submit
to the naval surgeons for examina
tlon aB to their qualifications.
"The regulations do not stipulate
2
Just how we should cover these 12
3
miles," remarked an ordnance officer
5
"and I don't see why we can
today,
4
not just as well cover the prescribed
5
distance on the golf course as well as
3
other way. Anyhow, I am going
2 any
to
make
a test case of the matter
2
see what the outcome will be."
2 and

i

McKInley

San Juan
Casa Colorada
Sablnoso
San Jose
La Llendro
Pena Blanca
Los Alamos .'
San Pablo

Optic

10-wi-

EASY

Ban Miguel.
The county commissioners, on
from each district of the county.
One county clerk.
One treasurer.
One superintendent of schools.
One sheriff.
One assessor.
One probata Judge.
One surveyor.
The various precincts of the county
' of San
Miguel shall be entitled to the
following number of delegates from
their respective precincts:
Precintos.
Delegados
No. 1 San Miguel
No. 2 La Ouesta
jNo. 3 Las Vegas Sur .
,No. 4 Tecolote
No. 6 Las Vegas, Norte
No. 6 Las Vegas, Centro
No. 7 San Antonio
'No, 8 Las Vegas, Arriba
No. 9 Pecos
No. 10 Chaperito
s
V. 11 San Geronimo
. to. 12
Rowe
3
lo. 13 Roclada ...
j lo. It
2
Sapello
fo. 15 Laa Manuelltaa
3
No. 16 Union
2
No. 17 San Patricio
2
No. 18 Mlshawaka
2
li

T5he

j

Estray Advertisement
Notice tt nereoy given to whom it
may concern that the following described stray animal vu taken up by
m. u.
springer, N. M.
One ble roan horee, 10
or 12 years, 800 Iba, 13 hands.
.
.r-imiuea
On right hip
A
Branded
On left hip

h

t

11

COLUMN
''E

days aier last appearance of thi ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
y thU Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub.

Oct

19,

last

pub.

Oct

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNERS

the

BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND

I1USIK

Estray Advertrsement
Notice t? hereby given to whom It
ITl&V Cflmvrn
rh.t tha
uu
m uu
ecnoea estray animal was taken up by CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
""'"
Board, unless claimed by owner on or u.
A. M. Regular
com
j. vasaiay, jr.. Mora. N. M.
oerore Nov. 9. 1911, said date being 10
One red heifer, 2 years.
munication
and
first
daye after laGt appearance of this ad
600 lbs.
third Thursday in each
vertisemant. said estray wU! h mid old,
Branaea
by- this Board for the benefit of the
month. Visiting brothf
owner when found.
On left ribs.
IV' I
ers cordially invited.
I 'ATTLE SANITARY
mam0mA
BOARD.
.
RnM animal' t
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Board,
unless
claimed
by owner oa or Sported er, Secretary.
1st. pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct 30, '11
nuv. ,
said date bein 10
aaye after last appearance of this ad- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estray Advertisement
iwuBemeM, said eetray wlil be sold
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- s
Notice U neroby given to whom It by this Board for the benefit of the
nor wuen round.
a Tular conclave second Tues-may concern that the following de- CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
6rrlbed e8tray nimaI
day in each month at Ma- ukn nP
Aitmqaerque, N. M
a. n, Lfunagan, Animas, N. M.
at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
1st pub. Oct 19.
last nub. OcTan n I 801110 Temple
-- .
Re- une DiacK corse, 4 years,
Boucher, a i nt..
700 lbs., 13 hands.
corder.
Advertisement
Etray
.
v-.
I
Branded
D
""""o
nereoy given to whom It
On left shoulder
D may concern that the followlnr de-- LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO 3,
:
' '
'
Branded
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
scnoea estray animal was taken-oby
f
On left hip
convocation first Monday
AiDerto TrujUIo, Enclno, N. M.
.
Tn
each month at Ma
ii
la
Said animal being unknown to tins
norse
"no
coil. 2 years
Board, unices claimed by owner on or 01d 19 hands.
sonic, lempie, at 7:3U p.
m. X A. Rutledge.
H.
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
Branded
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
days after last appearance of thi ad
On left hip
secretary.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
un&nown to urn
..
by this Board for the benefit of the PllAril , tin nam .Ul
liuiiwj oj owner on or RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
owner ween found.'
before Nov. 9. 1911, said
date belnir in 8. Meets first and third
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Fridays In
arteriaat appearance of this ad.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Albuquerque, N. M- verusement. said estray will be sold
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomaa B.
1st. pub. Oct 19. last wib. Oct. 30. 11. by this Board for
the benefit of the
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Miner,
owner when found.
va A. Howell, Secretary. Phone
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque. N. M.
concern
that the following de 1st., pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct. 30, 11.
may
EL
DORADO
1
LODGE Mn
scribed estray animal was taken up by
KNIGHT8 OF PYTH I AS Meets
D.
J.
Montoya, Dixon, N. M.
Eetray Advertisement .
One red bay mare 11 yrs. .oxice la nereoy
every Monday evegiven to whom it
400 lbs., 4 ft. 5 In.
ning In Castle Hall.
may concern that the following
Branded
Visiting Knights are
estray animal was taken up by
On right shoulder ,
Invited.
cordially
s.
J.
Hately, Silver City, N. M.
Chas. E. Liebsch-InleOne bay horse, 9 years.

nlut..

E.

To-wi- t:

-

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS
Five cento per line each Insertion
Kaumaw ,i
vrainary worae to a
laa. No ad to occupy lets space than
(we lines. All advertisements charg
ed will be booked at space
actually
tet, without regard to number of
rd. Cash In advance preferred.

-

J

10-w-

1

,

Ooo

Number.

Main Z

Wanted
Reliable woman to look
after rooming house. ; Apply over
Rosenthal's 5 and 10c store.

vaxntjud window decorator
and
card writer for dry goods store,
must be competent to take charge
of the dress goods and silk depart
ment, a good salesman and stockkeeper. Weinman and Lewinson,
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

-

KNIGHTS CF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL

..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R.. C. hall. Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
love at lue Fratctmal HrotherhooU
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit-

ing neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suit

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoue
at etfice and residence.

ATlOHNEVh
HUNKER A HUNKER
Chester A. Hunker
"
Attorneys at Law.
Laa Vegas,
New Mexico.
Geo. H. Hunker

To-wi- t:

MASSAGE

Chancellor

5291
Commander. Harry Phone, purple
Residence
91s Lincoln.
Martin, Keeper of
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
Records and Seal.

,

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
102 Meets every Monday
night at.
their hall In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are" cor
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presi
dent; Mrs1. Emma D. Burks, Secre
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.

tr

TRICT JUDGE

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
1. O. of B. B.
Meets every first

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially invited.
Isaac AppeJ
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec

To-wi-

1

-

IS

retary.

Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Flint, chief of records and collector
of wampum.
Visiting brother al
wyaa welcome.
--

hoiiRn-iscriDe-

To-wi- t:

REM

W

'

I.

Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
great medicine of provtn value
for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder ailments. U Is especially recommended to elderly people for
in wonderful tonic and reconstructive
qualities, and the permanent
relief
and comfort it gives them.
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
is a

Many people would be more
If they talked less.
-

After exposure, and vwhen you feel
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
It checks and
relieves.. Use no aubstitute.
The
genuine in a yellow package Always.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
-

Co.

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4,, Red Men

For Rent

'

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Masseuse and Midwife.

r,

To-wi- t:

For Sate

O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LOnr.F wn
Meets every Monday evening at

1.

The flatterer Is never compelled to
eat his words.
A Medicine That Gives Confide net.
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Mrs. T. J. ! Adams. No. ' 622 Kansas
Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes:
"For a
number of years , my children have
been subject to coughs and colds. I
used Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound and found that It cured their
coughs and colds, so I kent It In th
house all the time." Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to atetnd. Carl Wertz, N. O.; A. T. Ro
gers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. HedgMost of a man's troubles wear pet
cock, cemetery trustee,
ticoats.
-

-

,

,

To-wi-

.

0e

Lost

''

t

.

wel-

ut:s risi's.

d

WHITEHEAD

DIRECTORY

P. O. ELKS Metis second
and
fourih Tuesday evening of each
month at O. It. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

1

wanted

HANDLED

'

JAMED FUR

no-th-

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

LOBBY

30, '11.

tIGHER CLASS or better paying em
ployment than that of representing
a leading nursery company la not
H SOU 108.
On left hip
,
to be had. If you are ambitious to
Jo. '2G
Said
animal
being unknown to this
better your condition, the opporBranded
lo. 27
On right and left shoulder
tunity lies before vou in entnHner Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Jo. 28 Chavez
8
our employ. Salem Nursery Com- - beforo Nov- - 9 1911, said date being 10
Branded
lo. 29 East Last Vegas
25
days after last appearance of this ad
pany, Salem, Oregon,
On left hip
Jo. 3n Canon de Manuelitaa .... 2
vertisement, said estray will be sold
To. 31
Said animal Kair.
.U
Puertecito
3
ty this Board for the benefit of the
Lit
:o. 32 El Pueblo-Board,
2
unless
claimed
cwner when found.
by owner on or
o. 33 Los Viglles
2
v. , 1911. saiddata
uclu,
,
CATTIJ5 SANITARY BOARD.
CHICKENS
for
....
sale.
Inaulre
w"6
L.
of
DISrto.
o. 34 San l3ldro
2
la8l appearance of this
M
N.
J.
2
Albuquerque,
miles south of town.
Lyon,
0. 35 Las Gallinas
4
said estrav " m k sum
1st pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct. 30, 11
to ,.
o. ;1G Penasco Blanco
2
by this Board for the
benefit
FOR
of the
SALE Two good medium size
fi. 37
El cerrlto
21
wuen round.
Advertisement
Estray
heaters,
$3.50
and $2.25, 624
price
1. 38
Los Torres
2
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Grand.
'. 39
2
Tecolotito
concern
deAlbuqueraue. N m
that
the
may
following
o 40 Bernal
PREACHER
WILL
2 FARMINGTON
1st Pub. OcL 19. last
scribed
was
animal
pub.Oot30.il.
taken
FOR
SALE
estray
up
by
Motor
In
RUN
v II
conON
DEMOCRATIC
Cycle
Canon Largo
good
TICKET
2
aiuon. Must eell this week. Apply T. C. Ward, Tucumcari. N. M.
'1. 12
IN FIRST DISTRICT
Romeroville
3
Eetray Advertiem
One gray mare,' 12 years.
1107 Eleventh street
.:. mm
Augustln
Nouce
hereby given to whom
Branded
X 44M
Santa Fe, N. M., OcL 25. The dem
Frios
2
' lisVJ
concern that h
On left shoulder
J
following de0. 4 ;M4Sherryvale
ocratic judicial convention has finally t on SALE Legal blanks of all de
,u"nw
Said animal beine unknown tTTZZ I ...
"ten up bv
0. 461 EmpJazado
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
3 met here and nominated; E. S. White
" L V
TruUo- - Dwyer, N. M,
ords at The Optic office.
Board, unless r.Uu.Li h.7
i. 47-- 1 hHot Springs
2 head of Farmington, San Juan county,
on or
. 48 JTrementina
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10 800Towit: One sorrel ma v w& OcVl B,
...
5 for Judge of the first Judicial district
lbs.,
FOR
. 49
SALE
2
t1" last appearance of this ad- Zarca
2
day
months old at f5
Pigs
Agua
and Jacob H. Crist for district attorBranded
j
. 50
2 ney. The convention was
per pair delivered in Las Vegas. vertisement, said estray will be sold On
Guadalupe
presided
left hip
t. 51 San Ignaclo
by this Board for, the benefit of the
Harry Maurice, Sapello, N.. M.
over by W. D. Shea.
Said
animal being unknown tr. tw.
1. 52
owner when found.
Las Colonias
,
Mr. Whitehead is a Baptist minister
.
.
n a
uuiess eiaimed by owner, on or
vu,
53 Enclnosa j.
6 and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
lawyer but is not very well known
before
Nov.
9.
1911, said date being 10
Proxies shall not be recognized un- - throughout the
r Albuquerque, N. M.
territory. J. H. Crist
ys arter last appearance of thi .d.
s they are residents of the same is
1st.
19.
30.
Oct
last
sub.
pub.
Oct
11.
FOR
RENT A new modern 'lve room
practicing law in this city and is
vertisement, said estray will be sold
sclnct from which the delegates are
pretty well known.; It was he who brick cottage Inquire 90S Third 8t
by thig Board for the benefit
be selected.:'"'"
of the
Estray Advertisement
asked in the convention If the north
owner wnen found.
.
Che various precincts are hereby
given to whom It
T
west of the territory. is to receive the FOR RENT Newly furnished rnom, .Notice ia hereby
.Z.i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ered to elect three members of the crumbs from the master's
table when
J" uuue tor nent
a
estrav animal wu twn Tin hv
.
..
committee
said
of
ttral
Albuqueraue. N. m.
i
precinct he found that that
nweping, an modern conveniences, W. w. neck, oro Grande, N. M.
part of the country
1st pub. Oct 19. last pub. Oct 30, 11.
I to
report the same to Secundino had been
One gray mare, 10 or 11
splendid location, 1034 Eighth street
slighted In the offices.
nero, president of the central
14 hands. !
Phone Main 108.
years,
Estrav Advertl
of; said county.
.
Branded A
Notice fa hereby riven tn whm
various
shall
hotd
4he
precincts
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
'
On left Jaw
J may concern that the following
LOST HIS
jr primaries as soon as possible MAX
WM tafeen up by
In connection, In good
with
bath
.'
Branded
no
later
than the
convenient, but
... .,jixi.crB,an,raal
N. M.
itaion,
On
left
private
First
family.
hip
class board
. - aay or uctober. 1911.
....
;
'"
'
hflTflA
One
ID frt 10
black
In
ON TRIP HOME
house if wished at very reasonSaid animal being unknown to tun.
lie secretaries of the various pri- years, 850 lbs., 13 handa
able
rates.
Roard.
unless
claimed
M.,
care
owner
on or
by
e
of Optic.
les are nereoy requested to
Branded
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
eod4w
president of this committee MAN CONVICTED OF CRIMF ;
On left hip
P OO
days after iast appearance of this ad
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animal being unknown to tbfe
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vertisement, said estray will be sold
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owner when found.
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arterast "PPearance of this ad-j MTiat has become of Max Reimer?
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Albuquerque,
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
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"uu ngnf Drown spot on back. Rewi" be sold
moDt 8aId
c rjan was convijted at a recent
tnis Board for the honcflt
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turn to 813 Seventh street and re 1st. pub. Oct 29, last pub. Oct 30, 11.
Presfdent.
in c: the district court for San
I'wner when found.
O. BLOOD, Secretary.
ceive
reward.
Phrona
Coulton.
Miguel county on a charge of obtain
SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement '
Albuqueraue. N. m'
ing money under false pretenses. He
Notice i3 hereby given to whom it
JST WILL AND TESTAMENT was sentenced to a term, in
concern that the following de- - ist. pub. Oct. 19, last pub. Oct 30, 11
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pf George Daum, Deceased.
but as the man evidently was in a A
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E.. C. Hays, Estancia, N. M.
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sentence
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the follow
of
San Miguel..
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Said animal being unknown to tiiia Ing record:
Las Vegas shortly after 'his convlc
Sheriff of Dawes Co,
In the Probate Court.
,
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unless
claimed
arc hereby notified that the tlon and it was supposed he had re
Roard.,
terms; mayoi of Chadron
by owner on w
g or
In the matter of the estate of Ber- before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10 two terms; democratic national com
December, A. D. 1911, has turned to his home.
""-"" .' eisnc yars; mayor of
tha Hveem, deceased.
days Bfter last appearance
ad
Yesterday, however,. Assistant Dis
j.fixed by the Honorable Probate
years, and in 1910 candl- Notice of time of proving last will vertisement said estray will be sold yma.utt,-Bila and for the County and Ter- - trict Attorney Louis C. Ilf eld . re
by this Board for the benefit of thp "ol lur governor or Nebraska. Writ
and
testament.
es w coier ana Co.. Chi. i,
owner when found.
aforesaid, as the day to prove ceived a letter from Reimer's jsis'ter,
To Whom It May Concern:
r' ATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
7.uhavev taken Fo,ey
Ust will and testament of said wno resides in liermanyi
wnt:.
dney
She said
You are hereby notified
they have given me' a great
that her brother had not returned
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Albuqueraue. N. M.v
Daum. deceased,
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1st
M
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of
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November A, D., 1911, at
day
pub.
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westimony Whereof, f have here-- home and that he was last heard 10 o'clock in
"cuu iuem.- - yours truly,
the
forenoon
has been
JAMES r..
(Signed)
my hand and affixed the from in Chicago. Knowing the man's fixed and
O. G, Schaefer and Rd
appointed by the Judge of
Estray Advertisement
.f the Probate Court this 3rd condition when in Lag Vegas the offthe above entitled court, for the hearuiuj
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icials are apprehensive that he
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map ing and
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following
DELGADO,
If a man hasn't any sense Borne
or perhaps he may have become men porting to be the last will and testa- scribed eetray animal was taken up by
Clerk of the Probate Court.
ment
of
woman
Bertha Hveem, deceased, and Sarah Pacheco,
'
is sure to think he Is
et-- i
tally deranged.
j.
Guadaluplta, N. M.
tor tne hearing of objections to the
t:
One red and white cow,
probate of the same.
,
3 years, old., about 500
Take Your Common Colds
lbs,, 4 feet
Seriously
BfOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
In witness whereof. I have hereun.
UU11UUU uu,uB, severe ana
Branded
Foley's Kidney
Vs. a Hopeless
rrequent
M just the ingredients needed to lay the foundation of chronic dlseas- - to set my hand and afflxea the
seal of
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p, strengthen and restore the ou conaiuons or
left
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Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman
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into bronchiHa. A. D. 1911.
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pneumonia, and consumption.
and could not work and mv pa
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For (Seal)
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LORENZO DELGADO,
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nervousness, all coughs and colds
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seemed hopeless. One
bottle of
ism and all kidney, bladder In growu
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of the Probate Court, San Mi
Said animal being unjuown to this ruiey s money Kemedy large
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,narv irregularities.
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TRAVELER IS
Ml! . TAFT
I, AS COVERED

298,728 MILES IN
THE GOVERNMENT SERVICE
!
IN ELEVEN YEARS

j

i

the United States, seem
to be of little
consequence from the
fKtii
Po.r of view, tor no
U inade
nation
o his frennant
excursions, not even
of his trip that took
him into 33 8tate8
and territories and over
at El Paao to chake handsthe bridge
and say
Howdy" to the then
president of
Mexico, Portirio Diaz.
The travel microbe
stung William
Howard Taft in MOO, when
President
Mckinley selected him as one of the
Philippine commissioners. TTn n.
time Mr. Taft was used to
the court
ivom, ana on his maiden trip to the
Orient he was affected with what
proven to be an incurable caw, of trv.
el" mania.
Since that first trip, a
little over ten years ago, he has
trav.
eled almost incessantly, and trom toe
rresKlent s personal standpoint it has
been most enjoyable, for all of the
trips and Journeys and excursions up
to two and a half years ago were
made at government expense.
For
since his first appointment as a Philippine commissioner Mr. Taft has
been continually on th mmii
f
Uncle Sam, excepting the short period
between his nomination for the presidency in 1908 and his installation as
president on March 4, 1909.
Since he has been president he has
traveled also at government expense,
for the president is allowed $25,000 a
year to cover his "getting around"
expenses, an appropriation that came
Into being when the railroads cut oft
free transportation end congress enacted an anti-pas- s
law.
Since 1900 his annual travel record
in miles has been as follows:
1901 To Philippines
and back to
Washington to testify In congressional,
inquiry, 24,750 miles.
1902 To Rome and to the Philippines, 23,145 miles.
1903 Practically a year to rest, as
travel was confined to the Philippines, 8,000 miles.
1904 Returned to become secretary
4
of war and took a trip to Panama,
miles.
1905 Visited the Philippines with
a party of congressmen, a trip that
resulted in the marriage of Miss Alice
Roosevelt and Representative Nicholas Longworth, 33,650 miles.

w

Washington, Oct 25. William How-- ,
rd Taft, president of ths United
?
States and champion traveler of the
oniTerse, is now doing a little tour
of 24 states of the Union to add about
'
'
15,000 more miles to his record.
'
a
It is wonderful record for getting
over ground, even in these days of
the fast express trains and giant
ocean steamships, that the president
has established, and when he returns
to Washington on November 1 he
will have traveled since he entered
the governemnt service in 1900 as a
Philippine commissioner 298,728 miles.
This computation is based on the simple steamship and railroad travel, and
does not take into consideration the
thousands of miles the president has
Journeyed by automobile in side trips
at the Innumerable four corners of
the world that he has visited.
Since he has been In the White
House Mr. Taft to date has traveled
61,774 miles.
To, this will be aded
the exact mileage of the present
swing around the circle that he is
making, and which has been figured
out to be at least 15,000 miles.
President Taft likes to travel. The
cliping and Jar of car wheels and the
thumping of ship propellers are music
to his ear. Up to the present time
he has spent 335 nights in sleeping
cars and 221 nights aboard steamships. The sleeping car record will
be boosted slightly by November 1.
That he is proud of this travel record is made plain to any one who
reads the biography of the nation's
executive as published in the Cona biography
gressional directory,
which is prepared under the presi1906 Went to CuDa to straighten
dent's direction. In it he tells of his
many dashes to Panama, to Cuba, to out the Cuban republic, 14,075 miles.
1907 Journeyed to Panama and to
the Philippines and around the world.
The local travel, little Journeys around the Philippines, 38,050 miles.

W

!

11,-72-

1D0S

The year he was presidential
candidate, 47,270 miles.
1909 The first
year of his presidency, 21. W0 miles.
1910
The second year of his presidency, 32.271 miles.
1911
His record up to November 1
ot this year will be 23,213 miles.
On two of his Philippine trips President Taft "swung around the. circle''
that Is, he came back the longest
way, traveling through Siberia and
Russia, looking in on Emperor William of Germany, peeping at the gay
sights of Paris and inhaling the fog
of London before crossing the Atlan
tic to his starting point.
Because he eliminated his proposed
visit to Tennessee and other southern
points In the, Jaunt the president is
now entering on, there Is rumor of
violent opposition to a continuation
of the practice of allowing J25.000 a,
year for presidential travel expenses.
If congress should be so rude as to
remove the means it Is a certainty
that the remaining year and a halt of
the president's term! of office will be
spent mostly in Washington. To travel requires a lot of money, an amount
which President Taft does ' not personally command.

kidneys do not act properly or If my
bark aches, I can depend upon
Doan's Kidney Pills to immediately
drive away the trouble,'
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
a
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
FoBter-MUbur-

THIEF MEET.
Tulsa. Okla.. Oct 25. The annual
e
Thief
convention of the
Association of Oklahoma was opened
heie today with a mounted . parade
lit vhlch several hundred members
from all over the state tookpart The
condition will continue over tomorrow.
ANTI-HORS-

--

WELL- KNOWN LAVYER
CURED OF ECZEMA
ByCuticura Remedies Which He
ommends for Skin Troubles.

Rec-

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about ,lt in many aches
and pains
,
Backache, weariness, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
Urinary troubles, Bright's disease
fellow.
An East Las Vegas citizen tells
hero a reliable remedy for kidney
.

Alfred Underwood, 806 National
St Etist Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
"I have previously recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills through the local papers and I have vouched for
their merit whenever questioned in
obtained
regard to my statement
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and they brought
me relief from backache ariQ other
symptoms of kidney complaint. Since
then I have taken this remedy off and
on whenever I have had need of it
and It has done good work. If my

t

25, 1911.

in the South. Bavaria was proud of NO CASCARET USER
EVER HAS HEADACHE
Prince Hohenlohe and his appointThe serious
ness of Prince Luitpold, the regent ment gratified both national and proWill Keep Your Liver
of Bavaria, is a cause for consider- gressive sentiments. Correspondingly A 10 Cent Box
Stomach and Bowels Clean, Pure
able anxiety in official circles in Der- it rendered Prince Lultpold's work
and Fresh for Months.
lin as well as In Munich. In view of easier.
91st
now
his
is
in
bis great age he
TRY THIS
year it is feared that the prince will
Sick headache, biliousness, dizzinot recover from his present attack OVERNIGHT CURE FOR COLD IN ness, coated tongue, foul taste and,
HEAD OR CHEST.
ot acute bronchitis.
foul breath always t race them to Xot-pl-d
The passing of Bavaria's "Grand
liver, delayed fermenting food la"
Old Man" will be sincerely regretted It Is Curing Thousands Daily, and the bowels or sour, gassy stomach. ;
Saves Time and Money.
by all who have the welfare of the
Poisonous matter clogged in the InGet a bowl .three quarters full of
German empire at heart For a quartestines, instead ot being cast out of
ter of a century, Llutpold has ibeen boiling water, and a towel.
Into the)
the system is
Pour into the water a scant
the actual sovereign ot Bavaria. The
blood. When this poison reaches the)
of HOTMEI (pronounce delicate brain tissue it causes conges
Insane King Otto, his nephew, has
been all this time under restraint
tlon and that dull, throbbing, sicken- Put your head over the bowl and
Prince Luitpold, a man of solid abillog headache.
ities, lias carried on the business of cover head and bowl with towel..
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgaBreathe the vapor that arises for a tive waters force a passageway for a'
the state to the general satisfaction.
jealousy few minutes, and presto! your head
Considering the constant
or so yes but they don't take
with which Bavaria, the second Ger- Is as clear as a bell, and the tight- day
out and have no effect
the
poisons
man state in population and re- ness in the chest is gone.
liver or stomach.
the
upon
It's a pleasant cure. YouH enjoy
sources, regards Prussia, 'the regent
Cases rets immediately cleanse and
has had a delicate task at times, but breathing HTOMEt. TouH feel at
the stomach, remove; the)
he has always been equal to it, and once its soothing, healing and bene- regulate
and fermenting food!
undigested
so';r,
Inhis Influence has been exerted for ficial effects at is passes over the
the excess bile
foul
take
and
gases,
the preservation of that "unity" flamed and irritated membrane., 50 from the liver and carry out of the
cents a bottle,; at. druggists everywhich is essential to the
all th
decomposed w.wsj
where. Ask E.G. Murphy for extra sr:'tn
of Germany.'
and poisons in the intestuea
natter
"
an active bottle HTOMEI Inhalenf
. Prince" Luitpold has led
"
and bowels- - '
and eventful life - ever since 1835,
' will
A Cascaret. surely;
tonight
when he began his active service in
.POSTMASTERS MEET.
you out by morning. They,
straighten
25.
A
the
the army. He fought against
Wdfhington, D. C, Oct
box
work while you sleep a
Prussians in the war of 186$ and largo attendance marked the opening fiom
means Inside
druggist
your
with them against France five years here today ot the annual meeting of Cleanliness and a clear', head; for
later.; It was he who overcame the tho National Association of Second months. Ask any of the millions ot
The
hesitation of his eccentric nephew, and Third Class Postmasters.
Cascaret users If they ever have
King Louis, and induced him to in- convention will last three days and headache.
vite King William of Prussia to as- will be addressed by : a number of
sume the crown and title of German prominent officials of the postofflce
It's just the luck of a man for a girl
Emperor. Luitpold was chosen by department
the rulers of the. various German
to go on kissing him from babyhood
states to submit to King William the The artificial antics of some women right up to the time when it would
German imperial crown, and ever seem perfectly natural.
be Interesting.
since that time Luitpold has never
for a moment wavered in his loyalty
to the German empire.
More than 20 years after the estab
lishment of the empire the divergence of views between the two sec-t'oof Northern and Southern Geriht Successful European Remedy Wonderful Results in Mo3t Stubborn Cc.
many became so pronounced that the
I
TO THE PUBLIC
TO PHYSICIANS
Hohenzollerns felt the need of plaSTOMALDC
Plea distinguish
from the
Physicians, prescribing STOMM !?T
cating Southern German sentiment
bost of compound! prepared by lrresponsi
most gratifying results in J) :ric
by some conspicuous appointment
ble laymen and advertised as commercial
Gastritis, Gastralgia and Dysper'-";ventures.
with Chlorosis), Chronic j ,isr
that appealed to its pride. When in
STOMALIX is prepared by a distinEnteritis, Amemia. Gastric Neum",Jt'i i
1894 Prince
Hohenlohe, a distin..
guished European Physician and PharmaDysentery, Hypocnlnrhyrina, Dilal.-.i.ceutist. Dr. Sail de Curios, whose name is the Stomach, and in
inguished Bavarian, was ,called to the
a guaranty of its worth and its freedom cases of Children, cases of very lon
from anything harmful.
chancellorship of the empire, the aping yielding to the treatment.
pointment was less a tribute to his
At All Druggists.
high abilities than a concession to
C FOUGERA
CO, Agents U. &, NEW YORK.
Bavaria and the neighboring states
BERLIN
Derlin, Oct

CONCERNED.

ill-

finocrats
1 ot "Bloi
,a the 9

ul

High-o-me-

well-bein-

" While attending school at Lebanon. Ohio,
In 1882, there was a small-po- x
scare, and
were all vaccinated.
Presumably from
with
afflicted
became
vlrui
used,
I
Impure
nous, wnicn lasted tor aooui
two years, when the affliction
assumed , the form of an
eczema on my face, the lower
i
part of my face being Inflamed most .of the time.
There would be water-bliste- rs
A
up, ana open, . ana
t v rise
I wnererer the water would
SKA
touch it would bum, and
wPT7
cause another one to rise.
After the blister would open,
the place would scab over,
and would bum and itch so
as to be almost unbearable at times. In this
way the sores would spread from one place to
another, back and forth over the whole of my
at times the whole,
upper Up and chin, and
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
for
four or five years,
continued
condition
This
without getting any better, and in fact got
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
became alarmed lest it prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
of this
I doctored with the best physicians
but to no avail. Finally
part of the country,
Cuticura
which
to
Remedies,
I
try
I decided
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent internally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
washing. In a very short time I began to
notice improvements, and continued to use
the Cuticura Remedies until within less than
a year I was well again, and have not had a
recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Remedies to others ever since, and have great
faith In them as remedies for skin diseases."
w
(Signed) A. C. Brandon, AHorney-at-LaGreenville, O., Jan. 17; 1011.
Send to
the world.
Sold throughout
Potter D. & C. Cor;).. Dept. 3A, Boston, for
and
Ointment.
of
Cuticura
Soap
free sample
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as well as the entire country. If you would be
you must keep pace
LAS
VEQ AS DAlCY
with the busy world. You can do this1 by reading the
OPTIC. , In its columns you can read all about statil and national politics, the
doings in foreign lands ana Interesting events5 in1 the world of sport. THE
OPTIC endeavoVsto get for its readers over its leased wire the news of the
outside world. Through its local staff It keeps the people Informed of what's
going on at home; If you are not a subscriber get your name on the subscription books tonight. Phone Main a.
V
up-to-da-

f

.

1

Tho Optimo Job Psn$nrj Bcpapifcioxl
and skilled
of

is well equipped with the latest styles type, the best machinery
workmen to turn out job work in a manner that is sure to please you. A trial
order will convince you of the superior class of job work done at this office.
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after that you will use no other.
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G. A. Logan has leased the house at
317 Tenth street from he Investment
v

Rolled in sugar and stuffed with walnuts
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Sawed Wood and
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First National Bank

ro.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

7

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

.

b.

464
47-- !

Am I

Home ' cooking and cleanliness are
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First the reasons for the White Kitchen's
Baptist church, will meet tomorrow af- popularity. ' '
'
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of
Mrs. Hayes, 827 Fourth street.
Home at a Bargaia H&mry'a- 6
acres,
plaoe on the boulevard;
Thomas Ross has purchased , the
under ditch good -- comfortable
house occupied by Dr. F. T. B. Fest house, all kinds .'.outbuildings only
from the owner, Ludwig Wm. nfeld, $2200, half cash. Schoonmaker.
and will make it his home while in
La Vegas.
The Fraternal Brotherhood lodge
wii) give a Halloween mask party on
Here's a trade Improved 160 acres
Tuesday, October 31, for the mem5 miles from Wagon Mound offered
bers and their invited friends in mask.
for cfty property worth about $2,500, All members are requested to bring
Schoonmakier.
their invitations to tie - treasurer to
.
be countersigned.
At the time specified by the court
Monday, John J. Haskley appeared this
Las Vegas, Arriba, Oct. 21, 1911.
morning for a hearing. He waive!
Pedro A. Tafoya. son of the late
examination and was placed under Jesus Ma. Tafoya, Is nbw a candidate
$600 bond ito await the session of the In the
republican party for the posi
grand jury. Haskley is now lodged In tion of representative) of San Miguel
ihe county Jail.
county for the northern district He
is a well educated man and well ac
I am very sorry It seemed neces- quainted in all the precincts of San
sary, for my father's attorney to in Miguel county. He haa been a Bchool
sert a notice regarding by Indebted teacher in San Miguel county for the
ness, I wish to confirm the notice last 18 years, and has never failed
that my father is not responsible for in an examination before the board
my debts, also to say that I will pay of education. A native son of the
all that I owe. Murray Carleton.
soil of New MexIcowho was born
August 1, 1871.. Adv.
St Louis, Oct. 18, 1911v
T.no.k of cash in the pocket of the
To Whom It May Concern:
was Ithe
Bankers, merchants and the go - Iprospective bridegroom
of
the marof
cause
the
up
breaking
to
eral public are hereby Notified not
in Trini.a
Las
of
couple
Vegas
to
riage
or
credit
Indirectly,
give
directly,
; Miss
Bernice
when
dad
Saturday,
my son, Murray Carleton, Junior, as
sweetI will not pay any debt he may con- Babcock discovered that her
even
hadn't
Michaels,
heart,
Joseph
tract, any statement he may make to
the contrary, notwithstanding. Mur enough coin to purchase a marriage
license. Michaels went to Trinidad
ray Carleton.
several days ago and his money
flowed like water for a short time.
Work was begun this morning on a However, by the time,hls bride arwas combalcony in the new Motion Picture rived on the scene he
down
show
a
and
at
theatre which will raise the seating pletely broke
to
the
Miss
Babcock
to
was
buy
400
it
up
to
over
capacity of the building
This balcony will be placed across the license if wedding bells were to ring
man
rear, of the hall on a level with the for her. She Informed the young,
did not intend to support
she
that
seats
it
in
and
machine
the
picture
married
will have the advantage over the re him at the beginning of their
she
cool
farewell
a
With,
life.
mainder of the house in being farther
home and
for
train
the
boarded
Aside from this
fnom the curtain.
the
addition the building is practically fin mother. Where
is now . she knows
ished and will be ready for occupancy
and next time she
cares
not,
and
about November 1. Tinners have put
will be sure that her choice has the
in the galvanized iron machine box
'
sof the marriage license.
and the painters are putting the finish price
ing touches on the inside.
bridegroom-that-was-to-have-be-
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Coffee Wilt Advance in Price
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and iron are the flat pieces,, j
the big and ; heavy counterpanes, sheets, tablecloths, bol-- :
ster - cases, pillow cases, etc.,
and the' innumerable " small
pieces that take up "so much
' time, the napkins, towels, rags,
' '
"
. etC.-- .
'
c,,;
We
them?
bother
with'
Why
"
will do, these satisfactorily,
V,,;;
quickly and cheaply.
A few cents a piece- is the

The , football t&me between
Normal team and the "Hasbeens and
NtevereweatB , has been called jptt,
owing to th fact that the suits' for
the Normal boys did not arrive. The
'Jiasbeene" 'have a reputation for
roughness and' the school moys didnt
want to set 'their' "good" clothes
torn. Whether or not the teams will
meet is a question .without an answer at the present time. The
are much disappointed over 'the postponement ((of
the game, a sthey were out on the
trail of the city championship. In
fact they have hinted that the NorT
malltes didn't care to take the
chances of losing.
. NO NEW JURORS CHOSEN v
Los Angeles, Oct. 25. Whether
questions put to talesmen by Judge
Walter Bordwell in the McNamara
trial, were likely to Indicate to the
on the?
prospective Jurors desire
part of the eourt to have them qualify,'
was a question raised' in court by
counsel for the defense today In reply to a sort of informal argument by
Attorney Le Compte Davis for the defense. Judge Bordwell gracely replied
tliat his only desire was to get at-tmind of the Juror with full appreciation of the responsibility Involved.
District Attorney Fredericks offered
a solution of the problem saying Da
vis' protest Indicate tha neither side
was In a state of mind to view the
proceedings impartially, and that the
state viewed the situation from' the
opposite angle.
"I think it's Just our bias,' he declared.
"We don't think so," said Attorney
Clarence S. Darrow, chief of the counsel for the defense, who, on a previous
occasion, announced his belief that "a
court always examines a talesman to
'
keep him In the box."
Attorney Davis' protest occured In
the course bf the examination of A. C.
Winter, a talesman challenged by the
defense for alleged bias. The challenge was resisted by the state and
Judge Bordwell had asked Winter a
number of questions when Davis protested.
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STORMY SESSION
Louisville, Ky., Oct , 25.
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Laundry
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617 Douglas

Buy Now
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We are Sole Agents for

'

performances

seem

' so

the evening because of the candy.

CI

The Peerless Queen of Autumn Is the Flower of the Moment
.

.

lust

Our "Mums" are the talk of ihe town. Have
you seen them? If not do not fail to call at our
.
.
store. A look will cost you nothing.

P.
aci

White, Pink, Yellow, Big Ones, $2.00 and $2.50 per dozen

1

r

OL

isiflf

:iarj.
8

Chase '& Sanborn's Famous Coffees

so?

su

w PERRY ONION
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The fact that we handle

.
.

FREE
with each SLOP
Cash Purchase
one useful Glass'
....

(from October 15th, 1911)
Assortment in north window
at

-

i

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

.....

..

Dart, Scfaaffner & Marx Clothes
'makes our store Ihe logical trading place for the man who
"

wants to dress right

'

GREENBERGER
"A

'

SQUARE DEALV

OKI!:''

For Eighteen Cents
you tan have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty handsNo
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light and
Power Co.

h

n

h

VICTOR

-n

The

Window
Should

aaTOR,

Shade You
Buy

Victor Shades after being
up several years look like
new.
Victor Shades are guaranteed and sold by us. Let us
corrje and tneasure your windows for you.

J.C.Johnsen&Son
"Complete Furnishers of the
Home.

IH;

Hams For SaJe

V

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
JThese raffls aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
onrranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
htsian. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
-- :
"stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and showhero
the rams.
'
' ,
tv'"' V
a'SS For further particulars address,"
-

i.

.'"

Co.
Sheme.kor,

'

N. M.

place some candidates on the county
?
ticket. .
Temporary organization was eftect- DJ3ES LITTLE BUSINESS ed by the, election, of M.- Callers as
temporary chairman; Eugenlo Sena
and John Stine, temporary vice chair
men and M. C. de Baca, temporary secrf
COUNTY MEETING
IN MACKEL'i
rotary. The convention was not fturge-- 4
i HALL SPENDS WHOLE DAY
ly attended, some of the more promt-- ,
I
KILLING TIME
nent county leaders not being presenL'j
Some of the democrats asserted the
convention might adjourn until Friday.
1 Much
oratory but Utile business was in order to be in session
thei
during
the order of the day at the democratic
'
Which
convention,
republican
county
which
was opened
county convention,
will be held in the court house. V, .
this morning at Id o'clock in the Mack-e- l
'
opera house on the Plaza. Late this
afternoon the convention had not be- RODGERS' MACHINE .WRECKED
Spofford, Tex., Oct. 25. The .biplane
gun the task of nominating candidates
and it was expected that adjournment of C. P. Rodgers, the coast to coast
would occur until tomorrow morning. aviator, was wrecked near here early ;
Among the delegates to the convention today as the aviator attempted to
was Dr. John D. Hess, president of take the air, the smash occurring to
local Progressive Republican fore he left the ground. The machine
the
league. Several native voters who hit a hillock. It will take at least
claimed to be progressives also were three days to make repairs. Rodgers
present. It is said the cause of the was unhurt.
delay in the progress Of the conven
tion Is due to a parley which Is going
The man who' says "Take my adon between the democratic leaders vice" seldom asks us to take anything
and the progressives, who desire to else.
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THe Qraaf & - Hayvvard Co. Store
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better for girls' than those in

-

st
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treme Style in the
Latest Thing.
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J. B. STEARNS
4 PURE THINGS TO

the Ex

whowants

:

"

PeaiViut
Walnut
Roakfort
Swiss X

man

cor-
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lay
ixe

f

bers and visiting brothers are
dially invited to be present

hundred worn and wearied women,
each of them, if possible, more mill-'taand? more enthusiastic for suf
frage than when she came to Louisville last Friday for the Forty-thir- d
annual convention of the .National
American Woman Suffrage associa
tion, completed the work of the con
'fyl
vention today.

Clothes

You Dread

Cheese

Neufchek.tei
--

Dignified

Dress Model Over-

There will be a special meeting of
Old Taylor bourbon Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. & A. M.
the Opera Bar. '
Thursday night at 7:30. All mem-

.

A

a

Try a dram of

i-

OP

..

barbershop.

v

n

headquar-tersfo- r

coat or the

'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS

m..;

The Ladies' Aid Ipdety (bf ,the
First Christian church will not hold
Always get the best at Nolette's its regular meeting this week."

end Agency corporation and will move at
in at, an early date.

.ro psi- -

v

wants
I

Regular dance at .Armory tonight

,

v

are

We

t

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

B.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. ' Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Looby, of course.

also

.

the man who

Schoonmaker' it local agent
for the Northewestarn ..Mutual, Life Insurance company.
R.

OVERCOATS

The Best Metal Polish Hade. Especially adpt-e- d
for automobiles. Call fora sample bottle Fh EE,

Mrs.

cook.

Homo cooking and cleanliness are
the reasons for the White Kitchen'
popularity.

SHELLED PECANS

and

FRESH

Regular dance at Armory tonight.
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